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Oh, Kai

Baltimore
To the Editor:
Re: Ralph J. Gleason’s review of the
Kai and Jay Plus Six album and Kai
Winding’s letter in the Nov. 28 issue.
Though Winding has taken some of
the wind from my sails, I wish to add
a few’ comments to his. First, Mr.
Gleason’s review of this album was the
most thoroughly disgusting jazz criti
cism I have ever seen in Down Beat.
But what I think is relatively unim
portant. What is important is the fact
that he insulted not only two of the
finest musicians in the country, but
George Avakian and the Columbia jazz
a&r department as W’ell.
He did this not by merely giving the
LP a low rating, mina you, but by his
curt, smug manner of writing. In a
crisp three paragraphs he nonchalantly
discredits one of the finest jazz albums
to appear on the market in a long time.
Instead of constructive criticism or in
telligent evaluation, his review’ is taint
ed with caustic sarcasm. He devotes
almost as much space to Arnold Roth’s
cover cartoon as he does to the content
of the LP.
A review» like this one would be an
affront to an unknown artist, let alone
two eminent and highly respected mu
sicians. “Overtones of Kentonian brass,’’
says Gleason of the arrangements. Well,
there were certainly overtones of ignor
ance and extremely bad taste in his

purported review. He might just as well
have listed the album and put under
neath, “It stinks.” That ig about all it
adds up to.
It s the critics prerogative to give
an album a low rating, but it is his
duty to offer constructive criticism and
intelligent analysis
support
views. It seems to me that where an
LP is involved that represents the work
of some of the finest jazz musicians on
the scent, it is an absolute necessity
to give reasons for a low rating. The
least Gleason could have done was give
Jay and Kai credit for attempting a
new avenue of jazz expression. I dare
say a lot more time and effort went
into the preparation of this album than
is put into 80 percent of the jazz LPs
glutting the market nowadays. I might
add here that I have discussed this LP
with many people who are well-versed
in jazz and also with musicians. I have
heard nothing but praise for the album,
without exception.
James B. Murphy-

San Francisco, Calif.
To the Editor:
I have a few things I'd like to say
to Kai Winding in regard to his letters
to both Down Bent and Ralph J Glea
son in the last issue, as follows:
Dear Kai:
I realize that you probably no longer
buy Down Beat, but am relying on the
possibility that a friend who does may
show this to you.
My reaction to the attitude in your
letters to Down Beat and Ralph J.
Gleason in the Nov. 28 issue was as
violent as yours to Gleason’s review.

But for a different reason, and in a ¿ifferent way. I’ve given some thought to
mine, but I doubt very much that your
letters were written in anything but a
blinding emotional rage.
As you stated, “there is a pertinent
issue at stake here” (wow). The issue,
it seems to me, is not LP-892 or Glea
son’s review or any of the other things
you listed, but something else entirely.
It begins to appear that some musi
cians and would-be musicians would
like to (a) abolish critics, because (b)
criticism is unwelcome unless it’s of a
favoiable nature and pleasant to the
subject of the critique, or (c) redefine
the word “critic” by not having him
function as one.
According to my current Random
House dictionary, a critic is “a person
skilled in judging the qualities or merits
of some class of things, esp. literary
oi artistic work; one who judges with
severity,” etc. I don’t think you’ll find
a definition anyw’here Kai that says a
critic’s function is only to praise what
he reviews. He must by the very nature
of his work, give what in the final
analysis is a subjective opinion; good,
bad, indifferent or what-have-you. This
opinion of course (to come full circle)
is based on his skill and aptitude for
his work as a critic (currently accepted
definition).
So, the last paragraphs of your letter
to Gleason wherein you advise him to
“resign” as n critic, holds no weight at
all. As for the rest of your letters in
cluding the one to the editor, you simply
refute
its emotional content by
doing exactly what you won’t accept
(Turn to Page 42)
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the first chorus
By Jack Tracy
SWING BAND — Benny Goodman;
Sweet band—Hal Kemp; Vocalists—
Ella Fitzgerald and Bing Crosby; Fa
vorite soloist—Benny Goodman; Trum
pet Harry James; Trombone—Tommy
Dorsey; Alto sax—Jimmy Dorsey; Ten
or sax—Chu Berry; Clarinet—BennyGoodman; Piano—Teddy Wilson; Bass
Rob Haggart; Guitar—Carmen Mastren; Drums—Gene Krupa.
That’s how the lineup of Down Peat’s
first annual Readers Poll looked when
it was compiled in 1937.
All the great names of jazz have
graced the poll winners’ circle in the
last score of years, and some remark
able records have been chalked up.
Ruddy DeFranco took the clarinet spot
for 11 consecutive years. Bill Harris
held on to the trombone spot for a
decade before being unseated. Other
winners have included such names as
Rud Freeman, Coleman Hawkins, Char
lie Christian, Buddy Rich. Roy El
dridge, Jess Stacy, Lester Young, Char
lie Parker, and Johnny Hodges.
It is the oldest and most established
poll in jazz.
In this issue you will find the reults of poll No. 20, and because of
the growing awareness of jazz on the
part of the public, we are devoting mon
space to it than any other one feature
ever has had in this magazine.
The largest number of ballots ever
cast, to our recollection, poured in this
year. But winners’ totals do not run
into the many thousands, and we don’t
expect they ever will.
The significance of the poll lies in th«
fact that it represents the cross-section
opinion of a select audience—one which
knows jazz, buys jazz records, and
attends clubs and concerts where the
music is played. It is a poll that re
flects accurately the tastes of jazz fans
and musicians. And critics.
There was some disgruntlement ex
pressed by readers and at least one
bandleader at the conclusion of the mid
summer Critics Poll that the critics
couldn’t possibly know what they were
talking about and in no way reflected
the public’s taste, because they varied
so with the Readers Poll opinion. A
brief check reveals the following:
Of the 15 coinciding categories in
the two polls, six winners were the
«ame. In four more, the critics’ and
readers’ choices ran 1, 2 but in reverse
order. In the others, there was little
disparity in choices.
Polls occasionally are decried as being
mere popularity contests and not selec
tions of real talent.
We know better. Just take a look at
•lie record.
December 26, 1956
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the world’s best jazzmen. Large photographs of each of the winners are included.
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Trying to pin Duke Ellington down for more
than five minutes is like trying to grab an eel
out of a bucket of melted butter. Nat Hentoff
finally managed to do so recently, however, and
the first of his two-part series on Ellington
begins on page 12. The striking photograph of
Duke on the cover was taken by Aram Avakian
at a recent Columbia recording session.
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JAZZ: Bobby Hackett, the first jazz combo to play
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Voyager room of the Henry Hudson, is in for an indefinite
stand with Dick Cary, Tony Hannan, Ernie (Caceres, tuba,
Jon Dengler, and Tom Gwaltney on clarinet and vibes ev-ry
night but Sunday from 9 p.m. to 1 . . Hank Jone* will make
the Asian trip with Benny Goodman, and the singer will be
Dottie Reid. Rest of personnel as printed in last issue
Ruy Charles doing his first jazz LP for Atlantic, with ar
rangements by Quincy Jone« and Ernie Wilkins. Ray will
use his own men . . . Roy Eldridge has added bassist Wake:
Page to his combo, and tenor Nicky Peters has also been
sitting in ... At the 5 Spot cafe, drummer Mike Ducck and
pianist Jay Chasen are the house band for Tuesday night,
and among visiting hornmen are Johnny Cariai, Dick Jet
more, and Dave Amram .
. John Hammond cutting a
Ruby Braff LP for Vanguard, as well as a piano date with
Bobby Henderson . . . Rolf Kuhn, with Bonnell Bright.
Bill Clark, and Joe Benjamin, is in Washington at Marino’s.
They’re due at the Blue Note in January ... Jo Jones cut
ting a second LP for Vanguard . . . Maceo Pinkard, com
poser of Sweet Georgia Brown and Them There Eyes, had
a stroke that left him partially paralyzed . . - Morgana
King and the Charlie Mingu* Jazz Workshop due at Bird
land Jan. 10-23, with Bud Powell and Johnny Smith moving
m from Jan. 24 to Feb. 6. Carmen McRae and Charlie Ven
turu at Birdland Feb. 14 to 27 . . . Bobby Scott using drum
mer Mel Zelmaiui and bassist Sonny Dallas on his club dates.
Gerry Mulligan’s new EmArcy album will be called
Mainstream. He’s also cutting a quartet LP for Pacific Jazz
and will write a big band jazz album for Columbia. Mul
ligan also playing some very swinging piano with his
quartet . . . Dave Lambert doing some writing for Le« Paul
and Mary Ford . . Lou Donaldson back on the scene and
blowing eloquent alto . . . Basin Street may get a six-month
moving reprieve . . . Max Roach at the Cafe Bohemia all
through January, but Miles Davis is out. Instead Vinnie
Burke’s trio is there until Dec. 13, with Lester Young’s
quintet finishing out the month . . . Jimmy DePreist's
quintet from Philadelphia played its first New York conMarian McPartland is
cert at Sarah Lawrence Dec. 2 .
at the Composer for six weeks . . . Tyree Glenn at the
Embers with Jo Jone« and Tommy Potter . . . Frmll Gar
ner’s European trip may encompass May, June, and July.
ENTERTAINMENT-IN-THE-ROUND: Al Manuti tan for
re-election for Local 802 without opposition, as did vice
president Al Knopf and treasurer Hy Jaffe. Andy Pino
ran against secretary Aldo Ricci . . . The Glenn Miller or
chestra headed by Ray McKinley opens its first date at the
Statler Jan. 4 for a minimum of six weeks. Phyllis Powell
has replaced Marilyn Mitchell with the band . . Guy Lom
bardo is now in his 27th year at the Roosevelt . . . Bobby
Short at the Red Carpet for an indefinite stay, with drum
mer Sonny Rivera and bassist Ismael Ugarte. Janice Jone«
plays intermission piano and sings . ■ The new I*na Horne
film, The Street, will be filmed in New York . . . Mahalia
Jackson’s sixth annual Carnegie Hall recital was, as usual,
very successful ,
Jack Egan now eastern promotion and
publicity director of Zephyr Records
Jerry Lewis may
follow Judy Garland at the Palace.
RECORDS: Felicia Sanders and Loui« Jordan were signed
and recorded by Mercury, with Jordan being billed as “the
original rock-and-roller.” The label also signed 14-year-old
Carol Hughes and singers Don Johnston, Earlston Ford, and
June Perry . . . Sonny Burke signed on for a five-year hitch
with Decca. He has been with the label for more than 10
years . . . Capitol announced that Danny Kaye signed with
that label for three years . . The score of the film Anasta
sia will be released by Decca. Singles out of the Alfred
Newman score have already been cut by Pat Boone of Dot
Guy Lombardo of Capitol, George Cates of Coral, and Leroy
Holmes of MGM.
R1D1O AND TV: Kay Starr will star in an NBC spectacu
lar based on the life of Texas Guinan . . Xavier Cugat and
Abbe Lane have completed the first in a series of music
dramas filmed in color for TV in Rome. The series will be
called Around the Uorld with Cugie und Lbbe
. Patt>
Page set to emcee the upcoming Big Record show on CBS
(Turn to Page 36)
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Poll Issue
A special, 15-page section de
voted to Down Beat's 20th annual
Readers’ Poll starts on page 11. It
contains complete results and pho
tographs of all the winners. Be
cause of the great amount of space
devoted to Down Beat’s most im
portant yearly feature, some of the
egular departments and columns
do not appear in this issue. They
will all be back in the next edition.

Perkins Beating Is
Police Probe Basis
San Francisco—A brutal beating of
„
.saxophonist Bill Perkins by a bartender
at a North Beach after hours bottle
club on the last night of Stan Kenton’s
two weeks at the Macumba touched off
a wholesale investigation into police
activities in that area.
As a result of the attack on Perkins,
who was hospitalized for a week with
a badly broken nose, the patrolman
assigned to the area, Joseph P. Osborne,
was suspended from the police force
and may be subjected to a departmental
inquiry and Herb Weiss, 32, an employee of Pond’s club where the beef
staited, was arrested.
Weiss was later released when Perkins refused to identify him, but was
___
immediately taken into custody again
un charges growing out of a series of
bad checks in Southern California.
The attack on Perkins was the sec
<*nd beating in which members of the
Kenton band were involved during their
Macuinba date. Opening night, five
hoodlums set upon Kenton and trom
bonist Bob Fitzpatrick at a coffee shop
after the gig and fractured Fitzpat
rick’s rib. forcing him to return to
Hollywood after playing only one night.
There was apparently no connection
between the two incidents other than
the fact that the victims in both cases
were members of the Kenton band. San
Francisco newspapers put plenty of
heat on the police department, however,
during the case.
Aside from his badly shattered nose,
Perkins suffered no other injuries and
was released from the hospital at the
end of a week. Jerry Coker substituted
for him with Kenton meanwhile.

Ed Penner, Tuba Player

With Firehouse 5, Dies
Hollywood—Erdman H. (Ed) Pen
ner, taba player with the Firehouse
Five Plus Two, died here Nov. 10
after surgery. He was 51.
Penner was born Jan. 17 in Ros
thern in northern Saskatchewan, Can
ada. At 13. he was an accomplished
violinist and later studied music at the
University of Saskatchewan and at
Chicago Musical College from 1925 to
1930. Penner then studied at the Chi
cago Art institute and five years later
came to Hollywood to work at the
Walt Disney studios.
Surviving are his parents. Dr. and
Mrs. E. H. Penner of Rosthern, and
the widow, Irene.
December 26. 1956

Music World Is Shocked
By Tommy Dorsey Death
New York—The music world was shocked by the news of Tommy
Dorsey’s death late last month. Dorsey died at his Greenwich, Conn.,
home Nov. 26 at the age of 51. His death was attributed to choking
on food particles which lodged in his windpipe.
Dorsey alumni throughout the country were moved by the news. Among
those musicians who played a role in
the band’s career were the late Bunny
Berigan, Ziggy Elman, Charlie Spivak,
Charlie Shavers, trumpets; Johnny
Mince, Don I.odice, Bud Freeman, Bud
dy DeFranco, reeds; drummers Dave
Tough, Buddy Rich, and Ixiuie Bellson;
and singers Frank Sinatra. Dick
Haymes, Jo Stafford, Connie Haines,
Stuart Foster, Jack Leonard, and the
Pied Pipers.
Arrangers Sy Oliver, Axel Stordahl,
and Paul Weston worked with Dorsey
before leaving to follow successful per
sonal careers.
Dorsey starred with Paul Whiteman’s
big orchestra and played with brother
Jimmy from 1933 to 1935, when he left
to form his own band. For many years
his band was one of the mainstays <>f
RCA Victor’s pop artists' section. He
also recorded for Decca, until he and
Jimmy joined the Bell label in 1954.
His Victor recording of Boogie Woogie
is among the all time best sellers, with
n reported 4,000,000 sales,
Dorsey recorded with a .iazz group
known as The Clambake Seven and
often featured the group in his dance
and concert sets. He was winner of the
Down Beat poll as best trombonist from
1936 to 1939.
In 1947, he appeared with his brother
in a film. The Fabulous Dorseys, based
on their lives. In addition, Dorsey and
his band appeared in several MGM mu
sicals. In 1953, the Dorsey brothers
formed a joint orchestra again and
were featured on the CBS-TV Stage
Show program.
The band was in the middle of a
long engagement at the Cafe Rouge
of the Hotel Statler here when Dorsey
died. Hotel and band officials were un
able to say what the future course of
the organization would be, although the
band was set to fulfill its playing date
through Jan. 4.
Dorsey had two children, Steve, 4,
and Susie, 6, by his present wife, Janie,
who had filed for divorce on Oct. 24
He was divorced from his first wife, the
former Mildred Kraft, in 1941. They
had two children, Mrs. Patricia Hooker,
of Richmond, Va., and Thomas F. Dor

Basie-Heath Swap

For February, April
New York—The Count Basie - Ted
Heath exchange has been set by Wil
lard Alexander, representing Basie, and
Harold Davison, representing Heath.
The British leader will bring his
band here Feb. 8 fo» a tour that will
last 21 to 28 days. The Heath package
will include Al Hibbler, Eddie Hey
wood, and either Chris Connoi or June
Christy. Basie will play England for
16 days starting April 7.

_____________________________________

Dorsey Special
The next issue of Down Beat
(Jan. 9 issue, on sale Dec. 26) will
be dedicated to Tommy Dorsey, one
of the greatest of bandleaders.
Tributes from many of his friends
and associates will be included, as
well as a complete biography of the
man who did so much to broaden
the dance band field in America.

sey III, who is now with the navy in
Hawaii. Dorsey’s second marriage to
actress Pat Dane in 1943 ended in
divorce four years later.
Dorsey, who was born in Mahanoy
City, Pa., was buried beside his father
in the hills of Shenandoah, Pa.

Tribute To Tatum

To Be Rebroadcast
Hollywood—A special memorial pro
gram honoring the late Art Tatum, who
died here last month, will be re-broad
cast over the CBS radio network Dec.
15. The 30 -minute transcribed tribute
was originally broadcast Nov. 10, the
night of the pianist’s funeral. It will
be aired from Hollywood at 8:30 to
9 p.m., PST.
Written by Gene Webster in collab
oration with CBS’s western news chief,
Jack Beck, the show is narrated by Gil
Henry and traces Tatuni’s career in
story and music Featuied speakers on
the pian.st and his work include Leo
pold Stokowski, Benny Carter, Andre
Previn, Ella Fitzgerald, Sarah Vaughan,
and Dave Dexter.
In addition to featuring examples of
Tatum’s work, the program als- offers
excerpts from recordings by Jelly Roll
Morton, James P. Johnson, and Earl
Hines.

Jazz: West Label Issues
Pepper s First LP Album
Hollywood—Art Pepper’s first LP al
bum under his own name has been re
leased on the Jazz. West label. Titled
The Return of Art Pepper (JWLP 10),
it features originals and arrangements
by the altoist. Line-up comprises Jack
Sheldon, trumpet; Shelly Manne,
drums; Russ Freeman, piano, and Le
roy Vinnegar, bass.
Also new’ on the Jazz: West release
list is Tenorman (JWLP 8) with the
Lawrence Marable quartet featuring
tenorist James Clay, and Linear
Sketches (JWLP 9) by Julius Wechter quartet, a pianoless group led by
vibist Wechter.
7

caught in the act
Bernard Peiffer;
Academy of Music, Philadelphia

An appalling lack of preparation
and rehearsal, a virtual absence of
production (for which Peiffer and his
manager blamed each other) could not
prevent this concert from providing
some of the most provocative moments
of the season.
The premise was an unusual one,
though not without precedent (it has
been used frequently only by Hazel
Scott but is clearly available to Fried
rich Guida and others w ho have not yet
experimented with it). Peiffer played
the first half of the concert as a solo
recitalist, attired in tuxedo, bowing
automotively from the waist after « ach
number, playing Ravel, Debussy, Pro
kofiev, and seven original composi
tions. In the second half, changing
from tuxedo to colorful jacket and
informality, he played jazz in the com
pany of a first-class troupe of wander
ing minstrels from New York.
Peiffer is amazing. I can’t recall any
jazz pianist except Art Tatum blessed
with such complete technical mastery
of the instrument. Sometimes his tech
nique grasps him so ferociously that
it seems to run away with his hands,
yet most of the time he manages, in
his jazz work, to swing in a peculiarly
exultant manner.
The first portion seemed to find him
a little nervous, at least on the origi
nal Toccata in D Minor and the Ravel
For lane from Tombeau, de Couperin
that opened the program. He seemed to
gain confidence and dynamic sensitiv
ity during the Debussy Jardina Sous
Im Pluie and in the two original im
provisations that followed, one honor
ing Bach and the other Ravel.
In a group of three more originals.
Black Moon, an atonal work based
vaguely on a 12-tone row, stood out in
its stark, somber majesty. This is one
of the few classical pieces Peiffer has
recorded.
The closing Prokofiev Toccata, played
with much elan, was followed by a
new composition, a requiem for Tatum.
Though it went into tempo briefly and
could be termed a blend of classical
and jazz approaches, the whole achieved
a consistent and impressive mood.
After the intermission, while Peiffer
rested a w’hile, the local Dave Levin
trio formed the basis for the opening
jazz set. Levin’s drums, John Hous
ton’s piano, and Eddie Matthias’ bass
lent a firm foundation for some ad lib
bing with Al Cohn, Zoot Sims, and
Howard McGhee. It was all too evident
that the musicians had just met and
regarded this eimply as a gig that
soon would be over.
Peiffer then returned to piay in trio
(with Art Taylor and Whitey Mit
chell), quartet (Joe Puma added)
and sextet format (Art Farmer and
Anthony Ortega). Here again head
arrangements had to be relied on, but
the solo level made the set sufficiently
fiery . j compensate in part for the
sloppiness.

In a closing Night in Tunisia that
brought all the horns onstage at once,
Ortega impressed with his flute work.
8

Parlay Vous?
Providence, R. I.—During Erroll Garner’s recent engagement at
the Celebrity club, his manager,
Martha Glaser, was introduced to
a young man.
“This is Keitl Stewart,” said
the introducer. “He has the best
record of any jockey at Narragansett this year.”
“Oh, really,” said Martha polite
ly. “What station did you say you
were with?”
Peiffer wailed in his own weird and
wonderful way throughout the jazz set.
It is regrettable that no record com
pany had the courage or foresight to
tape this concert, though many wc re
approached, and Peiffer, I was told, is
available. Surely’ the worlds of iazz
and “classical” music have at least
overlapped to the point where a musi
cian playing for both audiences, on
either side of an LP, would make for
a unique and stimulating experience.
Certainly the reaction of the crowd at
the academy, w’hich seemed equally
happy with both halves of the show,
would indicate that the two worlds
are rapidly becoming one.

—leonard feather
Peggy Connelly, Frank D’Rone
London House, Chicago

U ith contours out of Esquire, and
a gown out of Vogue, Peggy Connelly
made her Chicago debut at Mr. Kelly’s.
Although she was plagued by opening
night nerves, she managed a smoothly
paced initial set. Manifesting a Sinatralike repertoire and manner of phrasing,
she cut her way through the smoke to
the receptive audience.
She opened with The Glory of Love,
followed by a slow, near-blues approach
to Some times I'm Happy. She showed a
fluid voice to best advantage on Just
One of Those Things, w’hich illustrated
her basically valid intonation and sen
sitive phrasing. She offered a lustrous
ly natural excursion through Anything
Goes, a delicate, meaningful The One I
Love Belongs to Somebody Else, and a
subtle, but successfully suggestive Jazz
Me Blues.

Despite an unnecessary restraint,
w hich can be attributed to her feelings
about a local debut, Miss Connelly
showed signs of becoming a genuinely
gifted pop vocalist. Her beauty speaks
for itself quite eloquently and she
wisely avoids extraneous hip-swinging.
She has a knowing way with lyrics,
a. subtly beguiling overall style, and a
delightful disrespect for gimmicks.
Once she frees herself of the self
imposed discipline which confines her
in terms of emotional range, she could
find a solid spot in the world of pop
music.
Miss Connelly's compatriot at Kelly’s
is ex-Herbie Fields’ guitarist-singer
Frank D’Rone. D’Rone possesses a re
markably inspired, jazz-influenced voice.
He swings on up-tempo tunes and wails
movingly on ballads. He weaved his way
through I’ll Take Romance, The Girl
Next Door, Out of This World, and
Love Is Here to Stay. His semi-classic
approach to the guitar made his Mala
gueña sound like mood music for a
Lorca tragedy, and not at all incongru-

ous tn the Kelly s atmosphere. Rec- rd
companies interested in fresh, talented
people should knock at D’Rone’s doo
The backing for Miss Connelly and
D’Rone was supplied by the capable
Harry Slottag trio.
Living History of Jon;
Smith College

—9< d

Just two days before its present .ition, John McLellan’s Living HisUry
of Jazz looked like a sure turkey fr< m
the point of view of its sponsors, the
Smith College club of Wellesley, Ma .
Ticket sales weie low, interest nt ligible, and the direst predictions f
the club’s older guard seemed confimed. But somehow, despite all contrary
expectations, by 8:30 pan. Nov. 9, the
acoustically perfect Wellesley juni",
high school auditorium w’as packed.
McLellan, an announcer for Boston s
WHDH, had worked for months with
Herb Pomeroy and his band to evoh
a concert w’hich would chart the couiv.
of jazz in a manner both entertaining
and educational.
The result was a stunningly pro
duced piece of music history, profes
sionally paced, effectively lighted (on
McLellan’s own ad lib cues; there had
been no rehearsals in the hall), and
zestfully authentic in its documentary
character.
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FROM A PODIUM at the right of
the stage, McLellan plunged directly
into his subject with a brief, succinct
analysis of the beat. Offstage, drummer
Jimmy Zitano demonstrated the course
of rhythmic assimilation from Africa
to the American south. The narration
proceeded to an examination of the re
maining components of jazz structure,
each with appropriate instrumental ex
position by members of the band.
The function in jazz of sonority,
syncopation, and improvisation were
illustrated by pointing out that these
are not of themselves exclusive prop
erties of the jazz musician, but are
rather the elements wdth which he
works to devise his particular mode of
expression.
A chart demonstrating the interac
tion of these elements supplemented the
commentary and the instrumental ex
amples. Rousing imitations of a deep
south spasm band and a New Orleans
marching band (that really marched)
proved that Pomeroy’s modernists know
whence they come and. moreover, don’t
mind playing so.
Drawing heavily on documented
sources, McLellan quoted from Ulanov,
Finkelstein, Hodeir, and others, alway s
with a mind to impress the audience
with the logic of jazz development.
HAVING ESTABLISHED the funda
mental bases of jazz, the next step
advanced to an examination of pivota
personalities, their contributions and
theii place in the jazz constellation.
In chronologic sequence, imitations of
Armstrong, Beiderbecke, Ellington,
Lunceford, Goodman, and Basie w'ere
presented. In this section, as well as
later on in the program trumpeter
Lenny Johnson w’as brilliantly out
standing for his simulative skill. The
band as a unit, working from Jaki
Byard originals m the styles of the
various periods, was most successful
with the sounds of Lunceford and
Basie, although for demonstration pur(Turn to Page 34)
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Commanders Aim
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To Play Anywhere
Covington Asserts
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New York—The Commanders, under
new leader Warren Covington, are
aiming to produce “a band to play any
where, from hotel dances to Birdland.”
Covington, foi’iner trombonist with
Horace Heidt, Gene Krupa, and the
CBS staff for the last 10 years, now
r ins the Commanders. He came on the
scene last August, and since then the
band has recorded an album for Decca,
played a three-week stand at the
Meadowbrook ballroom in New Jersey,
built up a list of hotel and college
dates well into the spring, and is woiking out an appearance on NBC’s Band
stand show.
Covington is featured on the trom
bone and v ocals. The band’s book, writ
ten largely by pianist Jimmy Tyler
and Covington, contains ballads, Dixie
land, rhythm numbers, and modern in
strumentals.
‘ The main thing we are trying to
do,” Covington said, “is gear the band
to play anywhere.” The Commanders’
hook was retained, as was the style,
instrumentation, and many of the side
men.
The Meadowbrook lineup had Dick
Hoffman, Dick Sherman, Phil Marack,
trumpets; Don Sebesky, Frank Vac
caro, Pete Anson, trombones; Buddy
Arnold, bass sax. Paul Gaglio, bari
tone sax; Karl Kiffe. drums; Jimmy
Tyler, piano; Don Kent, bass, and
Howie Collins, guitar.
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Gone Jazz
ban Francisco—Mort bahl has
contributed a sure-fire album idea
to the first artists and repertoire
man with the courage and imagi
nation to execute the project:
Jazz James Dean Would nave
Liked If James Dean Had Liked
Jazz.

Deauville In
An Iron Lung
Hollywood—This Christmas won’t be
the merriest for singer Ronnie Deau
ville, or for his wife, Patricia, and
their four children, Nancy, 8; David, 6;
Judith, 5, and Elvira, 4.
Deauville, formerly with Ray An
thony, Jerry Gray, Tex Beneke, and
Tommy Dorsey, will spend the season
in an iron lung, in which he was placed
when he developed a form of paralysis
resembling that caused by polio after
seemingly minor auto accident inju
ries. Doctors, at this writing, have not
been able to diagnose the cause of the
paralysis.
The singer is able to speak and spend
up to an hour or more a day outside
of the lung. Attendants said there was
evidence of some improvement and
hope for eventual recovery.
Deauville has spent the greater part
of the last year endeavoring to istablish himself as a solo performer. Short
ly before he was stricken, he had com
pleted his first album, a collection un
der the title of Smoke Dreams, on the
Era label He is in Rancho Los Amigos
hospital, Hondo, Calif.

Mystery Shooting

Crowell-Collier In

Hollywood — John (Woody) Apple
white, a top western-style violinist,
for the last three years with Tex Wil
liams at the Riverside Rancho, died
Nov. 17 of a gunshot wound under
mysterious circumstances.
Applewhite’s estranged wife, another
woman and another man were also
shot in the altercation. The two women
were in serious condition. The man was
shot in the hand.
Investigators said the musician made
an early morning call to the police from
the home of his wife, from whom he
had been separated for a month. When
police arrived, they found Applewhite
dead in the kitchen, the others wound
ed, and the gun nearby. Applewhite
was 41.

Victor Vault Deal

Distributor Kurlan Dies
Hollywood—Milton (Mike) Kurlan,
head of Modem Distributors which
handled Clef, Norgran, Kapp, Coral,
and Brunswick Records in southern
California, died of a heart attack here
Nov. 11. He was 43. For many years
associated with Decca in Cincinnati
and Detroit, Kurlan had operated his
wn distributorship here since 1949.
December 26. 1956

New York—Now that Crowell-Col
lier has purchased Jazztone society as
part of its mail order record opera
tions, an arrangement has been reach
ed with RCA Victor whereby C-C will
be allowed to lease selected collectors’
item material from the Victor vaults.
George Simon, head of the Jazztone
operation, already has announced four
12" LPs from the Victor material—
sets by Fats Waller, Lionel Hampton
all-star combos, Early Jazz Greats and
Big Band Jazz.

The Early Jazz Greats LP will in
dude tracks by Sidney Bechet, Earl
Hines, Mound City Blue Blowers, John
ny Dodds, Bix Beiderbecke with Gene
Goldkette, King Oliver, etc. Represent
ed in Big Band Jazz are Goodman,
Tommy Dorsey, Basie, Shaw, Hines,
Lunceford, and Glen Gray.
C-C is about to advertise, as an in
ducement to new members, 10 12" LPs
of which any three will be available
for $2.98. The fiur sets culled from
Victor will be among the 10 as will be
some re-recorded previous Jazztone ses
sions, a Lee Wiley package, and a set
of Pacific jazz.

Musician Group
To Battle Bias
New York—A committee of leading
musicians in the New York area has
been formed “for the purpose of break
ing down racial barriers that face
Negro instrumentalists in symphony,
opera, and ballet orchestras; pit or
chestras, whether presentation house
or Broadway theater, and studio or
chestras, whether for movie, radio,
television, or recording industries.”
Members of the committee include
Alan Booth, piano; Seiwart Clarke, vi
ola; Winston Collymore, violin; Elayne
Jones, tympani; Sylvia Medford, vio
lin; Harry M. Smyles, oboe; Alfred V.
Brown, viola; Garvin Bushell, bas
soon; Antoinette Handy, flute; Harold
Jones, flute; Howard Rollock, viola;
June Urquhart, flute, and Robeit Prit
chard, piano.
The committee said, “It is the aim of
this committee to see that a symphony
orchestra is formed in New York City
which by virtue of the policies of its
integrated board of directors, will se
lect musicians of the highest caliber
regardless of race, creed, or national
origin. It is also the hope of this com
mittee that such an orchestra will fill
the cultural needs of the community
presently ignored by existing orches
tras.”
The committee said it intends to em
bark on a public relations pragram
which will advise the public, the mu
sicians union, personnel managers,
boards of directors, and trustees and
owners of theaters of the Negro instru
mentalists’ qualifications and artistry.

Granz To Bypass

Britain With Tour
Hollywood — As a further protest
against the British musicians union
exchange policy affecting American
jazz groups, Norman Granz will by
pass Britain when he takes a new con
cert package to Europe in February.
He told Down Beat that, instead of
taking his JATP troupe on the Euro
pean tour as in formei years, he w ill
present “An Evening of Jazz with Ella
Fitzgerald and the Oscar Peterson
Trio with Jo Jones.”
The itinerary, almost as long as the
billing, calls for an opening m Oslo,
Norway, on Feb. 10, the start of two
weeks in Scandinavia. This will be fol
lowed by four weeks in Germany, one
week in Switzerland and France, one
in Belgium and Holland, and probably
a couple of weeks in Italy.

NBOA In NY Meet
Chicago—Otto Weber, executive sec
retary of the National Ballroom Opera
tors association, has ann ounced that the
group’s annual convention will be held
tn New York in 1957. The finals of the
group’s second annual dance contest
will be conducted at the Arcadia ball
room in conjunction with the conven
tion.
9
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Duke Ellington has finally been
awarded the honor many persons
thought he should have received long
ago. Down Beat readers this year
named him to the Music Hall of Fame,
and he becomes its fifth member.
Previous winners were Louis Arm
strong, Glenn Miller, Stan Kenton, and
Charlie Parker.
Ellington, who has been leading one
of jazz' most acclaimed and respected
orchestras for nearly 30 years, will be
presented with one plaque signifying
his victory, and a duplicate will be
placed in the Down Beat Music Hall of
Fame which has been established at
the Berklee School of Music in Boston,
Mass.
The first 10 places in the 1956 ballot
ing were as follows:
1.—Duke Ellington .
1025
2.—Benny Goodman
786
3.—Count Basie....
456
4.—Dizzy Gillespie .
5.—Dave Brubeck ..
263
6.—Clifford Brown .
129
7.—Art Tatum.........
110
8.—Lester Young ..
105
9.—Woody Herman.
100
.0.—Bix Beiderbecke

The Duke
By Nat Hentoff

DUKE ELLINGTON, whose position
in the Hall of Fame was secured long
before his current election victory, has
been involved in recent weeks with a
new, large-scale work for Columbia.
Titled Drum. Is a Woman, the compo
sition in its present form runs some
45 minutes with narration written and
spoken by Duke. The Ellington orches
tra is augmented by Candido, Louie
Bellson, a vocal group, Joya Sherrill,
the distinguished classical soprano Mar
garet Tynes, and others.
Duke, however, is reluctant to dis
cuss the work at the moment. “I want
to get away from it for two or three
weeks,” he said. ‘‘I’m still making de
cisions about it.”
He was less reluctant to elaborate on
something that has troubled him for
some time, an objection he often has
expressed to those close to him—an ob
jection to listeners who insist on com
paring his contemporary work and band
with what he and his bands were doing
10 to 20 years ago.
Past and Presents “I think my feeling
about that is only natural,” Duke points
out. “Actually, I don’t think it’s fair
to talk about something today and com
pare it to something some time ago.

What is happening in my work today is
a result of an investment in time and
money that is of the present.
“The only reason we’re still in it is
mainly artistic interest. We’re not one
of those people who stay in the busi
ness only so long as bu'iness is good.
We stay in it 52 weeks a year. And the
most important thing we do, I think,
is to present people we like ourselves.
“To compare the band of the present
with a band of another period involves,
for one thing, trying to recall another
audience to which that older band was
playing. And that band also was play
ing from another perspective. I don’t
see the basis for comparison. The audi
ences are different, and we’re different
in a way. And it really boils down to
an ugly thing like—do you have better
taste than I do? After all, if these men
who perform the music now didn’t be
lieve in it, they wouldn’t do it.”
DUKE WENT ON to the actual dif
ferences involved in writing for his
present band as compared with his
bands of before.
"Suppose I had to write something
tonight to be played tomorrow,” he
said. “I would have to make certain
compromises and take certain consider(Turn to Page 25)
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This was Dizzy Gillespie’s year. His reorganized band
made a highly successful tour of the near east under U. S.
state department auspices, he won in the Critics Poll this
summer, and now has captured handily Down Beat's 20th
annual Readers Poll. It’s his first victory in this poll.
Last year’s winner: Miles Davis.

J. J. Johnson racked up his second straight Readers Poll
victory with an easy win over Bob Brookmeyer. Ka. Wind
ing again finished in third place, which makes the ’56 ton
trio read the same as it did in ’55. Bill Harris, winner for
10 straight years previous to ’55, climbed up a notch tu
fourth spot.
Last year’s winner: J. J. Johnson.

DIZZY GILLESPIE
MILES DAVIS...............................
CHET BAKER...............................
SHORTY ROGERS......................
MAYNARD FERGUSON.
LOUIS ARMSTRONG
HARR'* JAMES...........................
ROY ELDRIDGE...........................
CONTE CANDOLI.
. .
RUBY BRAFF...............................
BOBBY HACKETT .........
DON ELLIOTT............................. .
DONALD BYRD.............................
THAD JONES................................
DON FAGERQUIST . .
JOE NEWMAN.........................
BUCK CLAYTON ......................
HARRY EDISON.........................
CHARLIE SHAVERS
KENN'* DORHAM
WILD BILL DAVISON
DICK COLLINS......................
RAY ANTHONY...........................
JOHNNY WINDHURST
STU WILLIAMSON..................
JOE WILDER ...............................
CLARK TERRY

jimmy

McPartland

DON BASHAM......................... .
HOWARD McGHEE ...
ART FARMER
.
.
DIZ MULLINS...............................
CAT ANDERSON.......................
BILLY BUTTERFIELD...........
NAT ADDERLEY..
RUSTY DEDRICK
TONY FRUSCELLA
SAM NOTO....................................
JACK SHELDON.........................
MUGGSA SPANIER
WILLIE THOMAS.......................
(None Under 15 Listed)
December 26. 195h

1054
782
690
304
270
255
228
220
146
140
127
117
100

J. J. JOHNSON...............................
BOB BROOKMEYER.
KAI WINDING.............................
BILL HARRIS.................................
FRANK ROSOLINO................
TOMMY DORSEY’.......................
URBIE GREEN ...........................
CARL FONTANA..........................
JACK TEAGARDEN....................
MILT BERNHART........................
JIMMY CLEVE1 AND...............
TRUMMY YOUNG........................
EDDIE BERT.................................
BENNY GREEN...........................
VIC DICKENSON.........................
BOB BURGESS.............................
LAWRENCE BROWN
BUDDY MORROW........................
LOU McGARITY...........................
RAY SIMS........................................
EDDIE HUBBLE..........................
BILL RUSSO..................................
KEITH MOON................................
BENNY POWELL
WILLIE DENNIS.........................
WILL BRADLEY.........................
GEORG BRUNIS...........................
CUTTY CUTSHALL ..................
BOB ENEVOLDSEN..................
TYREE GLENN ...........................
HERBIE HARPER.........
ABE LINCOLN.............................
TURK MURPHY...........................
KID ORY...........................................
BILLY BYERS.............................
SONNY RUSSO
.
EARL SWOPE................................
DICK NASH....................................
FRANK REHACK
BRITT WOODMAN - ,
.
(None Under 15 Listed)

1506
788
543
354
321
318
234
147

Paul Desmond

Stan Getz

Alto Sax

Tenor Sax

Paul Desmond, of the Dave Brubeck quartet, had an easy
time of it in racking up his second consecutive win, as Lee
Konitz once more finished second. Bud Shank again wound
up third, with Sonny Stitt jumping all the way from 11th
last year to displace Benny Carter in the No. 4 slot this
time.
Last year’s winner: Paul Desmond.

Stan Getz earned his seventh plaque in a row this year
by romping in over Lester Young. It’s the longest active
victory string going. Zoot Sims nudged into third chair,
with Stan Kenton’s Bill Perkins jumping from eighth to
fourth position.
Last year’s winner: Stan Getz.

1
PAUL DESMOND................................................ 1300
2............ LEE KONITZ............................................................. 605
3
3............ BUD SHANK........................................................... 599
4.............SONNY STITT......................................................... 583
5............ JOHNNY" HODGES.............................................. 389
6............ BENNY CARTER.................................................. 252
7............ PHIL WOODS......................................................... 201
8..............
JULIAN (CANNONBALL) ADDERLEY.. 180
9............ ART PEPPER.......................................
163
10
LENNIE NIEHAUS............................................... 151
11
CHARLIE MARIANO........................................... 143
12
JIMMY DORSEY................................................... 90
13
WILLIE SMITH...................................................... 79
14............. RONNIE LANG......................................................
54
15............ JACKIE McLEAN................................................ 47
16............ LOU DONALDSON.............................................. 39
17............ HERB GELLER...................................................... 37
18............ DICK JOHNSON.................................................... 34
19.............PETE BROWN...................................................... 32
20.............AL BELLETTO...................................................... 31
21.............GIGI GRYCE........................................................... 26
22.............BUDDY COLLETTE............................................ 25
23.............LENNIE HAMBRO................................................ 24
24.............EARL BOSTIC......................................................... 22
24............ WOODY HERMAN................................................ 22
24............ GENE QUILL......................................................... 22
25............. LES BROWN........................................................... 21
26.............HAL McKUSICK.................................................... 19
27.............JOHN LaPORTA
......................................... 18
28
....VINNIE DEAN..................................................... 17
28.............ERNIE HENRY.................................................... 17
28.............ZOOT SIMS............................................................... 17
28 ...........CHARLIE VENTURA
................................. 17
32..............CHARLIE BARNET
. 16
32............. BOYCE BROWN....................................................
16
32 ........ MARSHALL ROYAL............................................ 16
35............. SONNY CRISS......................................................... 15
35.............DICK PALADINA................................................ 15
(None Under 15 Listed)
It

STAN GETZ . .
LESTER YOUNG
.
ZOOT SIMS
.BILL PERKINS..........................
. .COLEMAN HAWKINS .. .
. . .SONNY ROLLINS.....................
...AL COHN......................................
.. .DAVE PELL................................
. . .BUD FREEMAN..........................
...LUCKY THOMPSON
JIMMY GIUFFRE................
.. .BOB COOPER..............................
...CHARLIE VENTURA
. .FLIP PHILLIPS........................
.. .SONNY STITT............................
...BEN WEBSTER
...BILL HOLMAN. . ..
.
...GEORGIE AULD..........................
. .HANK MOBLEY.......................
...EDDIE MILLER.........................
...PHIL URSO..................................
. . .JACK MONTROSE. .
...FREDDY MARTIN.....................
RICHIE KAMUCA.....................
.. .J. R. MONTEROSE...................
VIDO MUSSO..........................
.WARNE MARSH...................
...BUDDY COLLETTE.................
...BILL STERRET.........................
.. .FRANK FOSTER
. .ILLINOIS JACQUET...............
...PAUL QUINICHETTE
...TEX BENEKE..............................
.. .TED NASH....................................
...CHARLIE ROUSE
.. .FRANK WESS.............................
...BOB WILBER..............................
.. .TEO MACERO..............................
.. .EDDIE SHU..................................
.. .BOBBY JASPAR
. BOBBY JONES...........................
(None Under 15 Listed)

1830
581
462
289
285
260
206
145
109
92
84
81
76
65
62
57
53
52
45
41
39
37
35
31
31
27
26
25
24
21
21
21
18
18
18
17
17
16
16
15
15
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The Critics Poll and the Readers Poll were not in agree
ment on the baritone category this year. The critics picked
Harry Carney. The public named Gerry Mulligan—and for
the fourth straight time. Serge Chaloff, though heard
chieflj in the east throughout most of the year, still pulled
enough votes to sta;
third place, ahead of the rapidly
moving Jimmy Giuff
Last year’s winner: Gerry Mulligan.

2906
........ GERRY MULLIGAN..................
722
............ HARRY CARNEY.......................
314
............ SERGE CHALOFF......................
201
............ JIMMY GIUFFRE......................
............ CECIL PAYNE.............................
.............BUD SHANK.................................
............ CHARLIE VENTURA................
.............ERNIE CACERES......................
.......... LARS GULLIN............................
............ GIL MELLE...................................
.............PEPPER ADAMS.........................
.... CHARLIE FOWLKES................
............. LEO ANTHONY..........................
.... JACK NIMITZ...............................
.............JOE RUSHTON............................
BILL HOLMAN..............
.............DANNY BANK.............................
......... AL COHN.......................................
..VIRGIL GONSALVES....
.BUTCH STONE...............
.............SAHIB SHIBAB ..........................
............ MARTY FLAX...............................
.........CHUCK GENTRY.........................
............ JACK DULONG.............................
(None Under 15 Listed)
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The longest victory skein in Down Beat poll history was
»napped this year. After 11 consecutive wins, Buddy De
Franco finally was unseated, and in decisive fashion, by
Tony Scott. DeFranco, in fact, was barely able to stave on
Benny Goodman for second spot. The man to look out for
in years to come apparently ia Jimmy Giuffre, who again
finished fourth but nearly doubled his last year’s vote total
Last’s year winner: Buddy DeFranco.

TONY SCOTT.............................
BUDDY DeFRANCO.................
BENNY GOODMAN...................
JIMMY GIUFFRE.....................
BUDDY COLLETTE ................
WOODY HERMAN.....................
EDMOND HALL.........................
ARTIE SHAW..............................
JIMMY HAMILTON.................
PEE WEE RUSSELL...............
SAM MOST....................................
JOHN LaPORTA..........................
PEANUTS HUCKO...................
SOL YAGED..................................
JIMMY DORSEY.......................
BARNEY BIGARD.....................
ABE MOST....................................
BUSTER BAILEY.....................
GEORGE LEWIS..........................
OMER SIMEON............................
BOB WILBER..............................
GUS BIVONA................................
MATTY MATLOCK...................
GENE QUILL..............................
(None Under 15 Listed)

1642
1050
976
722
206
149
131
108

Barney Kessel

Erroll Garner

Piano
Oscar Peterson’s six consecutive victories were interrupt
ed this year by Erroll Garner, who moved from sixth to
first place to provide the surprise victory of the poll. He
won once previously, in ’49.
Last year’s winner: Oscar Peterson.
ERROLL GARNER OSCAR PETERSON..........
DAVE BRUBECK ...........
ART TATUM.......................
BUD POWELL...................
JOHN LEWIS.....................
BILLY TAYLOR...............
.HORACE SILVER...........
HAMPTON HAWES.........
TEDDY WILSON.............
RUSS FREEMAN.............
HANK JONES...................
GEORGE SHEARING. .
LOU LEVY..........................
LENNIE TRISTANO....
GEORGE WALLINGTON
.THELONIOUS MONK..
COUNT BASIE.................
ANDRE PREVIN.............
DUKE ELLINGTON.........
.CLAUDE WILLIAMSON
PHINEAS NEWBORN..
BILL STANTON.............
PETE JOLLY....................
DAVE McKENNA
.

marian

McPartland

.BOB CORWIN...................
EDDIE HEYWOOD.........
.STAN KENTON...........
JOHN WILLIAMS .........
BARBARA CARROLL. .
.EARL HINES......................
.STEVE ALLEN.................
MARIE WRIGHT.............
.MEL POWELL...................
.DON SHIRLEY.................
.DICK HYMAN...................
.JERRY MANDELL.........
JESS STACY.....................

750
732

491
374

226
128

Barney Kessel, often the bridesmaid but never the bride,
finally came through with a win in a close battle with
choice of the critics, Tai Farlow. Sal Salvador stepped up
two spots to No. 5, with Herb Ellis, nudging into fourth.
Last year’s winner: Johnny Smith.
BARNEY KESSEL.......................
TAL FARLOW................................
JOHNNY SMITH ..
.
HERB ELLIS..................................
SAL SALVADOR...........................
FREDDIE GREEN.......................
JIMMY RANEY...........................
LES PAUL......................................
MUNDELL LOWE.......................,
LAURINDO ALMEIDA ............
HOWARD ROBERTS.................
EDDIE CONDON.........................
JIM HALL...................................... .
DICK GARCIA.............................
CHUCK WAYNE........................
KENNY BURRELL...................
BARRY GALBRAITH...............
BILLY BAUER............................
JOE PUMA....................................
GEORGE VAN EPS...................
DON LUND..................................
RALPH BLAZE............................
GEORGE BARNES...................
JOHN COLLINS..........................
TONY RIZZI..................................
BILL DeARANGO.......................
ALLEN REUSS............................
JOE CINDERELLA...................
OSCAR MOORE .........................
JIMMY SHIRLEY.....................
(None Under 15 Listed)
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JOE SULLIVAN..........................
KAY LAWRENCE.....................
DICK WELLSTOOD...................
JACKIE JOCKO............................
BOBBY SCOTT............................
(None Under 15 Listed)

Decena

Shelly Manne

Ray Brown

Drums

Bass

Shelly Manne, who won his first poll plaque in 1947,
made it No. 7 this year in a close race with Max Roach.
Perennial contenders and sometime-winners Gene Krupa
and Buddy Rich wound up third and fourth, with Art
Blakey fifth, and critics’ choice Jo Jones sixth. Chico Ham
ilton moved up two notches to No. 7.
Last year’s winner: Max Roach.

It’s Ray Brown again, and for the fourth time, in the
bass division. But the man to keep an eye on is evidently
Red Mitchell, who more than doubled his last year’s votes
to swing into third spot, pushing Charlie Mingus to fourth.
Steady Oscar Pettiford remains the No. 2 man with the
public and first with the critics.
Last year’s winner: Ray Brown.

1............. SHELLY MANNE................................................... 1152
2............. MAX ROACH............................................................ 1062
3............. GENE KRUPA......................................................... 420

1............. RAY BROWN........................................................... 789
2............. OSCAR PETTIFORD............................................ 747
3............. RED MITCHELL................................................... 682

4............ BUDDY RICH.........................................................
5............. ART BLAKEY ....................................................
6.............. JO JONES.................................................................
7............. CHICO HAMILTON..............................................
8.......... JOE MORELLO.....................................................
9............. LOUIE BELLSON................................................
10............. KENNY CLARKE..................................................
11............. ROY HARTE...........................................................
12.............MEL LEWIS...........................................................
13............. OSIE JOHNSON....................................................
14............. DON LAMOND......................................................
15............. SAM WOODYARD................................................
16............. SONNY PAYNE....................................................
17............. STAN LEVEY.........................................................
18............. CHUCK FLORES..................................................
19............. CONNIE KAY........................................................
20............. GEORGE WETTLING..........................................

18
17
16
15
15

teat

2i............. gene McCarthy................................................
22............. JIM CAMPBELL....................................................
23............. PHILLY JOE JONES..........................................
24............. ROY HAYNES........................................................
25............. RAY BAUDUC........................................................
26........... JOE DODGE............................................................
27..............COZY COLE............................................................
28..............BILL BRADLEY....................................................
29..............TONY PAPA..........................................................
30.............. RAY McKINLEY..................................................
30.............. BILL PETIT.............................................................
32.............. ELVIN JONES......................................................
33.............. ED THIGPEN........................................................
34.............. AL STOLLER..........................................................
35.............. SONNY IGOE..............................
36.............. EDDIE GRADY..................................
36.............. NICK STABULAS....:.......................................
38.............. JEAN BREWDIN.................................................
38.............. JOE PETERS..........................................................
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416
322
301
284
220
144
116
97
86
81
78
63
60
57
51
49
48
45

44
39
35

29
27
26
25
24
23
23
22
21
20
19
18
18
17
17

4............ CHARLIE MINGUS..............................................
5............ PERCY HEATH.....................................................
6............ MILT HINTON.......................................................
7............ LEROY VINNEGAR..............................................
8............ EDDIE SAFRANSKI............................................
9............ PAUL CHAMBERS..............................................
10............. CURTIS COUNCE.................................................
11............. CARSON SMITH.....................................................
12............. SLAM STEWART...................................................
13............. WALTER PAGE.....................................................
14............. ARVELL SHAW.....................................................
15............. MAX BENNETT.....................................................
16............ NORMAN BATES...................................................
16............. WENDELL MARSHALL.....................................
18............. GEORGE DUVIVIER............................................
18............ ED JONES...............................................................
20............ ERNIE SURTADO.................................................
21............. BOB HAGGART.......................................................
22............ DON BAGLEY.........................................................
23............. TRIGGER ALPERT..............................................
23............. JOHNNIE PATE....................................................
25............. CHUBBY JACKSON............................................
25............. TED KOTICK...........................................................
25............. AL McKIBBON......................................................
28............. HARRY BABISON................................................
28.............BUDDY CLARK.....................................................
28.............JIMMY WOODE....................................................
28............. RED WOOTEN.......................................................
32 ....... HOWARD RUMSEY............................................
33............. SKIP FAWCETT..................................................
33 GEORGE MORROW.......................................................
(None Under 15 Listed)

569
400
321
187
150
121
93
84
82
76
59
52
42
42
41
41
40
32
21
20
20
19
19
19

40............ TOM MONTGOMERY..........................................
40............ ART TAYLOR.........................................................
41............ FRANK CAPP.........................................................
(None Under 15 Listed)

16
16
15

18

18
18
18
17

16
16

17

Art Van Damme

Accordion
It was Art Van Damme again, and in a walkaway, among
the accordionists. Chicagoan Leon Sash moved into the
No. 4 slot behind Pete Jolly, the pianist who occasionally
moves to accordion.
Last year’s winner: Art Van Damme.
1............. ART VAN DAMME..................................................1808
2............. MAT MATHEWS..................................................... 740
3............. PETE JOLLY.............................................................. 336
4............. LEON SASH.............................................................. 301
5............. DICK CONTINO....................................................... 215
6............. JOE MOONEY........................................................... 192
7............. LAWRENCE WELK.............................................. 118
8............. GEORGE SHEARING............................................ 68
9............. DOM FRONTIERRE..............................................
52
10............. ERNIE FELICE.......................................................
41
11............. MYRON FLOREN..................................................... 36
12............. MILT DeLUGG............................................................ 25
13............. JOE BIVIANO...........................................................
23
14............. BILLY COSTA............................................................ 20
(None Under 15 Listed)

Bud Shank

Flute
The first winner in the newly created flute category is
Bud Shank, who ran neck and neck with Herbie Mann
down to the wire.
Last year’s winner: new category.

1............ BUD SHANK............................................................ 1294
2............ HERBIE MANN......................................................1176
3............ FRANK WESS......................................................... 522
4............ BUDDY COLLETTE............................................ 489
5............ SAM MOST............................................................... 350
6............ JEROME RICHARDSON.................................... 92
18

John Lewis

Composer
Writing for jazz groups has gone too far beyond simply
arranging tunes or simple riff’s for bands, and thus the
category formerly called arranger was this year changed
to composer. After a steady succession of wins for eight
years by Pete Rugolo and Ralph Burns, a new face takes
over for ’56. He is John Lewis the music director of
the Modern Jazz Quartet.
Last Year’s Winner: Pete Rugolo
1............. JOHN LEWIS............................................................ 752
2............. DUKE ELLINGTON............................................... 541
3............. SHORTY ROGERS................................................... 366
4............. PETE RUGOLO.......................................................... 301
5............. BILL HOLMAN.......................................................... 265
6............. GERRY MULLIGAN.............................................. 263
7............. RALPH BURNS....................................................... 148
8............. JIMMY GIUFFRE................................................... 126
8............. JOHNNY MANDEL................................................. 126
10............. JOHN GRAAS............................................................ 109
11............. STAN KENTON........................................................ 103
12............. JOHNNY RICHARDS............................................ 102
13............. JACK MONTROSE................................................... 91
14............. MANNY ALBAM..................................................... 84
15............. CHARLIE MINGUS................................................. 72
16............. BILL RUSSO..............................................................
68
17............. ERNIE WILKINS...................................................... 62
18............. NEAL HEFTI............................................................ 54
19............. QUINCY JONES.......................................................
50
20............. GEORGE WALLINGTON...................................... 38
21............. DAVE BRUBECK..................................................... 31
22............. MATT DENNIS........................................................ 29
23............. COUNT BASIE.......................................................... 25
24............. BOB COOPER............................................................ 24
25............. AL COHN..................................................................... 23
26............. DON ELLIOTT.......................................................... 20
27............. DICK CAREY............................................................
19
28............. EDDIE HEYWOOD................................................. 18
29............. BILLY STRAYHORN............................................
17
30............. HORACE SILVER................................................... 16
31............. SY OLIVER................................................................. 15
31............. PHIL SUNKEL.......................................................... 15
(None Under 15 Listed)

7............ DICK HEALEY.......................................................
8............ JAMES MOODY.....................................................
9............. LENNIE HAMBRO ............................................
10............ BILL PERKINS.....................................................
11............ BOBBY JASPAR.....................................................
(None Under 15 Listed)
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Don Elliott

Miscellaneous Inst.
Another four-year plaque winner is Don Elliott, the mul
ti-instrumentalist whose mellophone work brought him an
other victory. Moving from ninth to third, in the category s
biggest gain, was bass trumpeter Cy Touff, of the Woody
Herman band. French hornist John Graas continued to
hold down second.
Last Year’s Winner: Don Elliott

Milt Jackson

Vibes
Baek in the winner’s circle for the second time is the
vibist of the Modem Jazz Quartet, Milt Jackson, who ex
tended his winning margin by more than 1,000 votes over
last year. Terry Gibbs moved back into second place over
Lionel Hampton, with Red Norvo and Don Elliott winding
up the top five.
Last Year’s Winner: Milt Jackson

MILT JACKSON.................................................... 2024
TERRY GIBBS........................................................ 922
3............. LIONEL HAMPTON........................................... 614
4............. RED NORVO........................................................... 260
5..............DON ELLIOTT....................................................... 225
6............. CAL TJADER......................................................... 214
7..............TEDDY CHARLES............................................... 160
8............. TERRY POLLARD................................................ 61
9..............LARRY BUNKER.................................................. 50
10
JOE ROLAND........................................................ 36
11
EDDIE COSTA...................................................... 21
12
PETER APPLEYARD......................................... 20
13
TYREE GLENN.................................................... 19
14
DON BASHAM....................................................... 16
14............. JACK BROKENSHA............................................ 16
16............. VIC FELDMAN......................................................
15
16............. JOHNNY RAE........................................................
15
1

2
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1.............. DON ELLIOTT (mellophone)............................. 1428
2.............. JOHN GRAAS (French horn).......................... 550
3.............. CY TOUFF (bass trumpet)................................ 356
4
SHORTY ROGERS (fluegelhorn).................... 307
5
FRED KATZ (cello)............................................. 172
6
JACK COSTANZO (bongos)............................. 115
7
BOB COOPER (oboe)........................................... Ill
8
SIDNEY BECHET (soprano sax).................. 95
9
JULIUS WATKINS (French horn).............. 87
10
OSCAR PETTIFORD (cello)............................
76
11
JEAN THIELEMANS (harmonica)................ 75
12
JIMMY SMITH (organ)...................................... 62
13
RAY NANCE (violin).........................................
56
14.............. ERROLL BUDDLE (bassoon).......................... 52
i >.............. WILD BILL DAVIS (organ)............................ 45
16.............. CHARLIE BARNET (soprano sax)..............
30
17.............. JOE VENUTI (violin)......................................... 29
18..............STEVE LACY (soprano sax)............................ 27
19.............. COUNT BASIE (organ)..................................... 22
20.............. BUDDY COLLETTE (oboe)..............................
20

21............. DICK CAREY (alto horn)...............................
22............. CAL TJADER (bongos).....................................
23............. DON BUTTERFIELD (tuba)...........................
24............. MILT BUCKNER (organ).................................
24............. J. J. JOHNSON (trombonium)........................
24............. ELLA FITZGERALD (harmonica)................
27............. TITO PUENTE (timbales)...............................
27............. LES STRAND (organ).......................................
(None Under 15 Listed)

19
18
17
16
16
16
15
15

16............ BOBBY SCOTT.......................................................
16............ JOE VENUTO.........................................................
(None Under 15 Listed)
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Joe Williams

Jo Ann Greer

Band Singer-Male

Band Singer-Female

Both the male band singer and female band singer
categories have suffered in recent years due to the de
creased number of bands and to the seeming proclivity on
the part of vocalists to work as singles rather than band
singers. The biggest single star to emerge in the male
ranks in several years has been Joe Williams, >f the Basie
band, who has been named for the second consecutive year.
Tommy Mercer, a former winner, placed second.
Last Year’s Winner: Joe Williams

Readers turned to the Les Brown band again this year
to name a winner in this division. Jo Ann Greer took over
first spot from the now-retired Ann Richards. Lucy Ann
Polk continued to make a strong showing despite the fact
she has limited her work to the west coast during the year
as singer with Dave Pell’s dance-jazz band. Dorsey Brothers
singer Lynne Roberts shows up for the first time this year.
Last Year’s Winner: Ann Richards

1............. JOE WILLIAMS.................................................... 2486
2.............. TOMMY MERCER.................................................. 650
3.............. DON FORBES........................................................... 135
4.............. JIMMY GRISSOM.................................................. 95
5.............. BUTCH STONE....................................................... 72
6.............. ANDY ROBERTS..................................................... 50
7.............. CLANCY HAYES....................................................
43
8.............. KENNY GARDNER................................................ 26
9.............. AUSTIN CROMER.................................................. 20
10
JOHNNY COCHRAN...............................................
19
11
RAY SIMS......................................................................
18
12
ED ALLYN....................................................... ?..... 17
13............
RALPH ANTHONY.................................
15

(None Under 15 Listed)
20

1........... JO ANN GREER....................................................
2............. LUCY ANN POLK.................................................
3............. ANN RICHARDS.....................................................
4............. LYNNE ROBERTS.................................................
5............. FRANCES WAYNE...............................................
6.............. ALICE LON...............................................................
7.............. MARCIE MILLER..................................................
8.............. ELLA JOHNSON.....................................................
9.............. VELMA MIDDLETON.........................................
10
LEA MATTHEWS....................................................
11
LIZZIE MILES...........................................................
12
MARY LOU MARTIN.............................................
13
MITZI COTTLE.........................................................
14
KEELEY SMITH.......................................................

623
370
250
130
128
99
72
54
51
24
23
21
18
16

(None Under 15 Listed)
Down Beat
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Decem

Count Basie

Les Brown

Dance Band
It was almost a walkaway again for Les Brown, and for
the fourth consecutive year. The first three slots were in
fact a duplication of the '55 poll—Brown, Les Elgart, and
Count Basie. Ray McKinley, whose name was nowhere to
be seen last year, moved into fourth spot as leader of the
recently-re-formed Glenn Miller ork.
Last Year’s Winner: Les Brown
LES BROWN.................................................
LES ELGART..............................................
COUNT BASIE............................................

ray

McKinley (glenn

miller)

RAY ANTHONY..........................................
STAN KENTON..........................................
DORSEY BROTHERS................................
RALPH MARTERIE..................................
DUKE ELLINGTON..................................
WOODY HERMAN ....................................
TED HEATH.................................................
BENNY GOODMAN....................................
BILLY MAY-SAM DONAHUE..............
LAWRENCE WELK....................................
FREDDY MARTIN......................................
CLAUDE THORNHILL..............................
HARRY JAMES..........................................
RICHARD MALTBY..................................
ELLIOT LAWRENCE................................
BUDDY MORROW......................................
RALPH FLANAGAN..................................
DAN BELLOC...............................................
GUY LOMBARDO........................................
TITO PUENTE.............................................
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1896
977
599
452
267
153
151
147

Count Basie roared home with another victory this time,
thereby making it a clean, two-year sweep of both the
Critics and Readers polls. Stan Kenton was second once
more, with Duke Ellington holding down third, and Dizzy
Gillespie slipping into fourth over Woody Herman.
Last Year’s Winner: Count Basie
COUNT BASIE............................
STAN KENTON..........................
DUKE ELLINGTON
DIZZY GILLESPIE...................
WOODY HERMAN
.
LES BROWN................................
TED HEATH................................
BENNY GOODMAN...................
MAYNARD FERGUSON
LIONEL HAMPTON.................
PETE RUGOLO ..........................
HARRY JAMES..........................
DORSEY BROTHERS...........
LES ELGART..............................
CHARLIE BARNET.................
SAUTER-FINEGAN . ...........
TEDDY CHARLES TENTET.
KURT EDELH4GEN____
NEAL HEFTI..............................
ELLIOT LAWRENCE .............
BUDDY JOHNSON...................
HERB POMEROY........................
(None Under 15 Listed)

BUDDÌ JOHNSON.....................
(None Under 15 Listed)

1954
1265
721
383
340
129
101

The Modern Jazz Quartet

Combo
After three straight wins, Dave Brubeck was unseated
this year by the Modem Jazz Quartet in a decisive win.
But the big move of the year was registered by the Chico
Hamilton unit, which moved all the way up from 19th to
third.
Last Year’s Winner: Dave Brubeck

st ron

The Four Freshmen with Ray Anthony
MODERN JAZZ QUARTET....
DAVE BRUBECK..........................
CHICO HAMILTON ..................
GERRY MULLIGAN ..................
GEORGE SHEARING..................
LOUIS ARMSTRONG.....................
.ART BLAKEY’S MESSENGERS
SHORTY ROGERS
.................
ERROLL GARNER........................
.OSCAR PETERSON.......................
MAX ROACH....................................
DON ELLIOTT................................
DAVE PELL......................................
JOHN GRAAS..................................
AUSTRALIAN JAZZ QUINTET
CHET BAKER..................................
SHELLY MANNE............................
HAMPTON HAWES......................
TERRY GIBBS.................................
.LIGHTHOUSE ALL-STARS
GEORGE WALLINGTON .. ..
.BILL STANTON..............................
.MILES DAVIS..................................
.SAL SALVADOR..............................
BUD SHANK...................................
.DON BASHAM................................
.AL BELLETTO................................
.EDDIE CONDON............................
.ART VAN DAMME.......................
BUD SHANK....................................
LENNIE HAMBRO........................
.BILLY TAYLOR..............................

.marian McPartland.........

.JOHNNIE PATE..............................
.TEDDY WILSON............................
CHARLIE VENTURA..................
.CHARLIE MINGUS ......................
.J. J. JOHNSON................................
.TONY SCOTT..................................
(None Under 15 Listed)

1290
760
539
358
254
197
152
152
139
136
135
131
101

fourt

seven

Four appears to be the magic number in ’56. This is also
the fourth win in a row for the Four Freshmen, whose top
selling records and TV exposure on the Ray Anthony show
kept them well in front of the rapidly-moving Hi-Lo’s.
Showing up strongly in fourth place are Jackie Cain and
Roy Kral.
Last Yeai’s Winner: The Four Freshmen

FOUR FRESHMEN.................................
HI-LO’S.........................................................
MILLS BROTHERS.................................
JACKIE and ROY.....................................
FOUR LADS................................................
CREW-CUTS..............................................
FOUR ACES................................................
MODERNAIRES .....................................
PLATTERS ................................................
AMES BROTHERS...................................
BLUE STARS..............................................
AL BELLETTO..........................................

McGuire

1852
1212
250
182
156
116

sisters........................

RAY CHARLES SINGERS....................
HONEY DREAMERS.............................
INK SPOTS..................................................
■ THREE HAIRCUTS (SID CAESAR)
SKYLARKS
VOICES of WALTER SCHUMAN.’ \
BILLY WILLIAMS....................................
DELTA RHYTHM BOYS.......................
SPELLBINDERS ......................................
(None Under 15 Listed)
Down Heal

Frank Sinatra

Female Singer
It’s that number four again. Ella Fitzgerald, with
strongest competition coming from June Christy, took her
fourth victory in succession. Anita O’Day’s vote showed
the success of her comeback, moving her from 21st to
seventh spot, and Chris Connor finished third.
Last Year’s Winner: Ella Fitzgerald
ELLA FITZGERALD................
JUNE CHRISTY..
BILLIE HOLIDAY......................
CHRIS CONNOR...........................
CARMEN McRAE........................
ANITA O’DAY.............................
SARAH VAUGHAN....................
JERI SOUTHERN.......................
• DORIS DAY....................................
PEGGY LEE .................................
JULIE LONDON...........................
HELEN MERRILL......................
.DINAH WASHINGTON
.
EYDIE GORME..............................
BARBARA LEA............................
PATTI PAGE..................................
• LURLEAN HUNTER.................
BEVERLY KENNEY................
DINAH SHORE.............................
TEDDI KING.................................
LEE WILEY .................................
ROSEMARY CLOONEY............
LENA HORNE.............................
JACKIE CAIN...............................
SYLVIA SYMS.............................
BARBARA COMO......................
FRANCES FAYE........................
JANET BRACE.............................
KAY STARR.................................
JUDY GARLAND.........................
PEARL BAILEY...........................
(None Under 15 Listed)
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1894
728
652
420
366
249
221
215
200
199
174
174
162
141
130
126
115

It’s Sinatra again, and by a landslide, as the revitalized
Voice continues to win nearly every honor in sight in every
poll. Comeback of the year title here could go, however, to
Mel Tonne, whose highly successful records moved him from
14th to second spot.
Last Year’s Winner: Frank Sinatra
FRANK SINATRA .
MEL TORME................................
NAT COLE....................................
PERRY COMO.............................
LOUIS ARMSTRONG ...............
CHET BAKER..............................
BILLY ECKSTINE.....................
MATT DENNIS............................
AL HIBBLER................................
HARRY BELAFONTE ...........
JACKIE PARIS............................
DON ELLIOTT...........................
BING CROSBY...........................
JOE TURNER..............................
EDDIE FISHER.........................
BOBBY TROUP...........................
PAT BOONE................................
JIMMY RUSHING.....................
STEVE LAWRENCE.................
ELVIS PRESLEY.......................
JACK TEAGARDEN.................
BOB MANNING.........................
JOE DERISE................................
DICK HAYMES...........................
JACKIE JOCKO.........................
JOHNNY MATHIS.....................
JULIUS LaROSA.......................
VIC DAMONE..............................
JOHNNY DESMOND.................
FRANKIE LAINE.....................
(None Under 15 Listed)

2872
426
870
286
179
176
122
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Count Basie added to his ’56 laurels
the Personality of the Year award in
jazz, winding up comfortably ahead of
the Modern Jazz Quartet, Stan Kenton,
and Dave Brubeck. Dizzy Gillespie’s
role of good will ambassador in the
Near East undoubtedly contributed to
his fourth place tie with Brubeck.
Last Year’s Winner: Dave Brubeck

I. Count Basie
2. Modern Jazz Quartet
3. Stan Kenton
4. Dave Brubeck
5. Dizzy Gillespie
6. Duke Ellington
7. Louis Armstrong
8. Gerry Mulligan
9. Chico Hamilton
10.Ella Fitzgerald

2,001
758
... 427
216
195
80
74
59
46
41

st rw
t

Fats Domino

Frank Sinatra

Rhythm & Blues

Popular

The big man of the year was Fats
Domino, whose sensational set of hit
recordings made him nationally known
almost overnight. Joe (Boss of the
Blues) Turner, climbed to second spot,
with Bill Haley dropping to fourth.

Since the Personality of the Year
categories were established in 1954,
Frank Sinatra has made the pop cate
gory his own personal property, win
ning each time in a walkaway. It was
that way again this year, with only
half-hearted competition coming from
Perry Como and Nat Cole fans.
Last Year’s Winner: Frank Sinatra

Count Basie

Elvis filled in the third slot.
Last Year’s Winner: Bill Haley

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Fats Domino
Joe Turner
Elvis Presley
Sill Haley ...
The Platters
Joe Williams
Ruth Brown
Ray Charles
Pat Boone ...
Earl Bostic .

1,420
801
274
199
127
113
107
90
52
34

I. Frank Sinatra .................
2,120
2. Perry Como ............................. 315
3. Nat Cole ................................. 281
4. Sammy Davis, Jr.
IIO
5. Elvis Piesley ............................
96
6. Harry Belafonte ......................
92
7. Ray McKinley
.................
81
8. Four Freshmen
..........
77
9. Eddie Heywood ......................
63
10. Ella Fitzgerald .........................
47

Biographies
Of All The Down Beat Poll Winners, Plus

Hundreds More, Are Part Of Music 57,
Available At Newsstands Early In January
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(Jumped from Page 12)
a-ions into account with regard to the
band, just as I used to when I was
v. । iting for th« band that had Charlie
1 vis, Bubber Miley, and Freddie Guy.
What I mean is we write with certain
advantages of the musicians in mind,
and certain weaknesses, too.
‘The fun, the challenge of writing
. for musicians who have weaknesses.
But the thing now is that everybody
can play anything you set down. When
y u have no problems, you've got no
fun. And in that sense, I can under
stand that somebody who digs both
scenes- -our old and our present—will
notice that there has been a difference.
But the answer is that we make new
problems.
“Let me clarify this. The fun of
writing und participating in tnusic is
the motivating force that keeps us
going on and on. It has nothing to do
with money. If money is your primary
concern, you get a blueprint and you
follow it.
"I ENJOY SOLVING problems. Take
Boy Meets Hom. There’s one note with
a cocked valve that has that sound we
wanted—E natural. No other note has
that sound. The big problem wa, to
employ that note. It was something to
play with, to have fun with. It has
nothing to do with conquering the
world. You write it tonight and play
it tomorrow, and that’s it.
“As for the present, because an in
strumentalist can now reach any sound
at any level, the problems of writing
for individual musicians with their par
ticular advantages and their particular
weaknesses are reduced. So you try to
make new problems for yourself an
other way. You try to think in term!* of
combinations But since we don’t have
the limitations we used to have, the
problems are reduced.
“It’s gotten so adult and civilized and
«11 that sort of thing.
“The other way, the old way, it was
like a kid playing with blocks. The first
tme he sees a Q he says, ‘Now what’ll
I do with this?’ He hadn’t perhaps got
ten beyond A, B. and C in his alphabet
up to that point.

Danks
London — A climax to Lionel
Hampton’s controversial tour of
Britain was reached at a mid
night Festival hall concert that
was advertised as an "all-jazz con
cert for musicians and real jazz
fans.” Hampton had been accent
ing rhythm and blues and his usual
showboating during most of the
tour, and the special concert had
been arranged to mollify British
jazz followers.
During the course of the “alliazz” concert, altoist-leader Johnny
Dankworth, one of the best-known
jazzmer in Britain, rose from his
seat in the audience, and shouted.
“What about playing some jazz?”
There was no response from the
stage, probably because it was
hard to hear anything in nudpandemonium.
December 26. 1956

“As, however, you run out of indi
vidual personalities, combinations and
groupings present a little bit of a prob
lem, a challenge. Writing for combina
tions, of course, is nothing new for us.
We started to when we first began to
write for more than one person. But we
first concentrated primarily on indi
vidual problems, writing for a guy to
take a solo. And then we match«! per
sonalities; we wrote for matching com
binations of strong personalities. Now,
as there are less strong personalities,
it’s more a matter of matching groups.
“AS I SAID, one factor in the lessen
ing of strongly identifiable personali
ties is that now everybody plays every
thing. I remember when cats with trom
bones used to say, ‘Man, this thing ain’t
got no keys on it, you know.’ Now they
don’t say it; they just play it.
“There are certain lines we still use
—like the plunger things which we use
in their proper character. It’s a char
acter I ion’t think should be violated.
By proper character I mean, for ex
ample, the Mood Indigo combination.
And there is still a hangover in the
band from the older style of personali
ties. Take Butter (Quentin Jackson),
Ray (Nance), and (Russell) Procope.
In the ensemble, they play as modem
as anyone else. But when they have the
responsibility of a solo or a certain
section part in one of the old things,
they can still sustain some of the plain
tiveness that was there originally, and
that gives us a wide range of sound
and color.
“These were men who found this
quality when they came into the band;
and it was a quality they had heard
and liked before they came in. And be
cause of them, it’s possible to keep the
old numbers alive, and we have man
aged to do the old things without criti
cism.
“For instance, the recent record of
Black and Tan Fantasy came off very
well, and there was no violent criticism.
Oh, maybe some people said the old rec
ord was better, but that’s a matter of
taste. I thought it was very, very close
to the original. It was a matter of sus
taining the plaintiveness.
“CARNEY AND HODGES are two
people in the band who overlap the
present in terms of individuality. They
represent the same thing Tricky Sam,
Bubber, and people like that did. They
are themselves, and that's why they
were great then and why they are still
effective today. They don’t have to
conform to a style. By being themselves
and playing normally, they make the
natural dramatic point in whatever
they play.
.
“I mentioned the fact that instru
mentalists today can play anything.
That in itself obviously need not be a
major reason for lessening of individu
ality. But something else comes into it.
The kids today come out better pre
pared from the conservatories, and
every one of them has an idea of what
he wants to do. He has a strong natural
personality.
“But the minute he is exposed to the
professional world, he becomes aware of
someone successful, and he is drawn
into the whirl of doing things that are
accepted, that are bought and paid for
because they are accepted. I have seen
many musicians who have had some
thing to say —and some have had some
thing that has never been said before—
but they fall into this. The moment they

are exposed to the professionals, particulaily in competition with them, they
follow what they see the audience is
responding to. And the kids wind up
having drawn away from what they
naturally and originally had set out
to do, had been working on all through
school and before.
“It’s that word ‘commercial.’ There’s
an interest in money, and the money
can come quick and in large amounts
today, more so than it used to. A guy
comes up, you’ve never heard of him
and the next day he’s making a lot of
money. But what counts is following
what you started out wanting natural
ly to do and be.”
Beyond Boundaries: Ellington moved
into another area he had obviously
given considerable thought to—defini
tions of jazz, where jazz purportedly
begins and ends, and one’s basic ap
proach to music of any kind.
“Jazz is a peculiar word,” he began
“I think that people become interested
in listening to music first And that’s
the first important step in becoming a
musician. If and when they stop listen
ing- —to themselves or to somebody else
—they’re no longer with music.
“What I’m emphasizing is that the
most important thing is listening. Take
Tatum. As great a musician as he was,
he was an even greater listener. He
listened—he listened to everything. Ho
had the biggest ears in the world.
People who don’t listen to music have
no respect for it.
“Getting back to the word 'jazz* and
where jazz starts and stops. Jazz has
lived a funny sort of life. First it was
‘disgraceful’; then Paul Whiteman
made a ‘ladj? of it, and now it’s grown
up to where it’s accepted all over the
world. Now when somebody says to me,
‘Look, there’s a jazz musician,’ I take
that as a form of flattery.
“But I don’t know where jazz itself
starts or where it stops, where Tin Pan
Alley starts or where jazz ends, or
even where the more ‘serious’ music and
some jazz divide. In performance pos
sibly you can separate these things.
“There is no specific boundary Une.
I see no place for a boundary line. You
know what it is about music. When it
sounds good, it’s good.”
(First of Two Articles)

Hip Webster s
London—Musician Benny Green,
who doubles as a columnist for The
New Musical Express, has com
piled A Critical Glossary for per
sons reading the jazz press for the
first time. Sample entries:
Concentrating on freelance ac
tivities in town—Unemployed.
Having a Ball—In archaic Eng

lish, this phrase meant a situation
where a group of people were
bored at a dance, but in the mod
ern jazz world it means a situa
tion where a group of people are
bored at a party.
Masterly stage technique — The
use of a hand microphone.
Studying in Town—Unemployed.
Sensitivity—Playing in tune.
Vivacious- Still alive.
Wonderful—Mediocre.
Not touring through pressure of
commitments—Unemployed.
25
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Never before has there been a collection like RIVERSIDE’S HISTORY OF CLASSIC JAZZ: the
rich, exciting pageant of jazz tradition, as recorded by such immortals as Louis, Bix, Bessie
Smith, Fats Waller, Jelly Roll Morton, and many, many other greats. In an outstandingly
handsome deluxe album containing five 12-inch LPs (more than 60 complete selections); plus
a memorable 20,000-word “Introduction to Classic Jazz” by noted authority Charles Edward
SDP 11
Smith; full discography; photographs.
Price : $25.00 complete (not available as single LPs).
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Brilliant
Jazz of
Today
... in vivid HIGH FIDELITY, cover
ing the broad range of modern mu
sic: New Music of ALEC WILDER:
the MUNDELL LOWE Orchestra
highlights the rare inventive magic
of a great composer. Special com
mentary by FRANK SINATRA
(RLP 12-219) . . . Presenting ERNIE
HENRY: a truly original alto sax
sensation, with Kenny Dorham, Ken
ny Drew (RLP 12-222) ... BOB COR
WIN Quartet featuring DON ELLIOTT

Riverside Records

in his first chance to really wail as a
trumpet man (RLP 12-220).
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Hl record» are reviewed by Nat Hent
off unless initialed by Jack Tracy or
K ilph J. Gleason. Ratings:
Ex
cellent, * A
Very Good.
Good,
*★ Fair. ★ Poor.

Leonard Bernstein
IIhat b Jazz?

Ruling: ★★★★
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Part of Columbia’s Omnibus series,
this LP is, in large part, a repeat of
Bernstein’s introductory lecture on jazz
delivered last season on television via
Omnibus. For the recorded version,
however, the musical illustrations are
generally better since they have been
excerpted from Columbia’s files (bits of
Duke Ellington, Leadbelly, Rampart
Street Paraders, Turk Murphy, Bob
Prince, Machito, and Bessie Smith).
The “live” illustrations are by a
Buck Clayton unit including Lawrence
Brown, Buster Bailey, Coleman Hawk
ins. Freddie Green, Eddie Jones, Gus
Johnson, and pianists Bernstein and
Nat Pierce; Don Butterfield’s sextet,
with Teo Macero on tenor; Miles Davis’
quintet, and others.
The talk is concerned with lucid if
somewhat surface definitions of blue
notes; syncopation; the tonal colors of
jazz and its vocal antecedents; the form
of the blues, including breaks; the
theme-and-variations approach to a
piece as done, for example, by Mozart,
followed by various jazz methods of
mprovising on Sweet Sue, first singly
then simultaneously with others. He
also shows a brief swing-era arrange
ment of Sweet Sue, emphasizes the
later emphasis on listening rather than
dancing, and concludes with some mod
ern jazz versions of the tune.
A few minor objections: what does
Bernstein mean by “crazy bop’’; what
on earth is the difference between
Dixieland and a “Charleston band”;
what is “progressive jazz,” a term
which strikes me as meaningless? Bern
stein is also nut of his field when he
asserts so dogmatically that “the blues
quality flies out the window” if the
traditional three chords of t le b>ues
do not always remain “in a st -ict clas
sical pattern, pure and simple.” Charlie
Mingus, for one, could wel> lecture the
lecturer on that misapprehension.
But in summary, this is a good prim
er, so far as it goes, and should be
especially useful in getting recalcitrant
elders or “serious music” listener at
least to listen to this much of the case
for jazz. And fortunately, Bernstein’s
own “jazz” work, written especially for
the TV class, is mercifully absent from
this recording. (Columbia 12" IP C.L
919)

Ray Brjanl
Cubano Chant; Off Shore; K ell. 1 ou
Needn’t; Cry Me a River; In a Mellott
Tone; You’re My Thrill; Night in Tu
nisia; Goodbye; Philadelphia Bound;
Pawn Ticket; The Breeze and I; It’s a
Pity to Say Goodnight

Rating:

Philadelphia pianist Bryant’s first
LP entirely under his own name also
enlists Wyatt Reuther on bass, Kenny
December 26, 1956

Clarke and Osie Johnson splitting the
drumming, and Candido on two num
bers. The accompaniment is firmly,
flowingly swinging, But Bryant is dis
appointing, particularly in view of
the flashes of potential he has shown
on records heretofore and because of
the proselytizing esteem in which he
is held by several musicians. The bal
lad playing, to start with, is largely
static due, for one thing, to the dirge
tempo Bryant mistakes here for ballad
time. Another cause is a deliberateness
of phrasing and a minimum of fresh,
building ideas.
The up-tempos are better, but even
on these Bryant doesn't quite break
entirely free. The arrangements, such
as they are, are routine; and when
the space opens for digging in, Ray
generally shows only a part of the
imaginative fire previously indicated.
Even on such of his originals as Phil
adelphia and Pawn, where there is
somewhat more urgency, the overfa
miliar nature of the thematic material
and its structuring limit the effect of
the pieces considerably.
What is needed is the self-discipline
and self-examination that will cause
Bryant to examine his work radically
to the end of finding and expressing
more of himself and avoiding the kind
of unchallenging conception that often
veers very close to the banal. Ray
swings hard, and he has shown before
that he has emotional strength. He
must now enlarge his imagination.

JAM SESSION AT THE TOWER
RAY ANTHONY
Notables sitting in
with Ray 's big band
»includi Georgie Auld
Med Flory Ray Sims.
"the best Anthony
"
album you've eve’
‘ heard ’ (Down Beat)
mmtm
No 749

rockin*
hammond
MILT BUCKNER

,

Milt the Mighty
generate high-voltage
jazz on Hammond anti
piano. Driving bass
guitar and drums add
,m extra charge
No 722

(Epic 12" I.P LN 3279)

Buddy Childers
Buffy; You (.all It Madness; Holiday
House (two taken) ; It’s Gotta Be Hap
py; Iuu Go to My Head; Indiana;
Bernie’s Tune

Ruting:

A good blowing session with trum
peter Childers, pianist Arnold Ross,
bassist Harry Babasin, and drummer
Boone Stines. The rhythm section
achieves a moving groove although
Stines could soften his sound somewhat
on up-tempos. Ross plays well, and
Babasin’s solos are a delight in sound,
structure, and beat. Childers improvises
with professional intelligence and wel
come brass-proud fire although his
conception is not too personally imagi
native. He is particularly expressive,
though a little too deliberate, on bal
lads. His sound is also most impressive
on slow tempos.
The originals (two by Childers and
one by Ross) are unlikely to be heard
from again but do allow for uncluttered
blowing. Excellent engineering by John
Neal and helpful notes by John Tynan
who might, however, have given us
some biogiaphical data on Stines.
(Liberty 12" IP l.JH 6013)

PAUL SMITH

*

Effervescent chamber
jazz, neither drv nor
sweet, served at the
right temperature by
pianist Smith, Ronnie
Lang, Julie Kinslcr
others.
No. 757

Cleanly swinging big-band
performances that win
applaus. wherever the Band
of Renown appears.
No. 746

Now showcased in hi-fi.
Jack plays and sings.
the gre it jazz tunes
\1 —
he’s famous for.
AIR.
"Big T is really

.
X

a
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tremendous"
(Down Beat)
No. 721

tl Cohn
Shazam; The Mellou Side; Shutout;
Double Fracture; While My Lady
Sleeps; Shorty George; The Return
of the Redhead; J ilia Rowboats; Solsrille; Don’t Worry 'Bout Me; Blues
for the High Brow; Tears hy Me Out
the Heart
Ruling: WW

The LP is titled The Sax Section and
contains sides made by three different
groupings of reed men and rhythm. The
notes are so hopelessly balled up (as

and
AL BELLETTO
A half dozen instrumentals, as many
vocals, by six of the brightest
young men in modern jazz- No. 751
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S198 JAZZ BUY $198
REGULAR S498 VALUE
for only $198

JAZZ IN TRANSITION
.... a dazzling modern jazz
collection all on one 12" high
fidelity recording .... fea
turing:
PHILLY JOE JONES
HORACE SILVER
SUN RA
PAUL CHAMBERS
DICK WETMORE
ART BLAKEY
CECIL TAYLOR
CO PEPPER ADAMS
5 DONALD BYRD
“ JOHN COLTRANE
CURTIS FULLER
JAY MIGLIORI
TOMMY BALL
JOE GORDON
DAVE COLEMAN
DOUG WATKINS
HERB POMEROY
.... & many others

GREAT PERFORMANCES BY
THE BEST OF TODAY’S
JAZZMEN PLUS —A COM
PLETE TRANSITION DIS
COGRAPHY, LAVISHLY IL
LUSTRATED BROCHURE &
FREE MEMBERSHIP IN THE
TRANSITION JAZZ CLUB —
ALL FOR ONLY $1.98.
DON’T MISS OUT, GET
“JAZZ IN TRANSITION”
FROM YOUR DEALER
TODAY!
WRITE FOR NEW FALL CATALOG!

i Ashton Place, CimbrMje 31, Massachusetts
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well as historically confused) that you
might want to cut the following out
and paste it on the jacket:
Shazam, Double Fracture, Tears,
Solsville—Sam Marowitz, Gene Quill,
altos; Al Cohn, Eddie Wasserman, ten
ors; Sol Schlinger, baritone; Milt Hin
ton, bass; Johnny Williams, piano; Osie
Johnson, drums.
Villa Rowboats, Don’t Worry ’Bout
Me, Shutout, My Lady—Boomie Rich
mond, Peanuts Hucko, clarinets; Romeo
Penque, English horn, oboe, clarinet;
Phil Bodner, flute and clarinet; Charlie
O’Kane, bass clarinet, flute, clarinet.
Blues for the High Brow; Mellow
Side; Return of the Redhead; Shorty
George—Zoot Sims, Cohn, Wasserman,
tenors; Schlinger, baritone; Hank
Jones, piano; Don Lamond, drums;
Hinton, bass.
As an experiment in the various
shapes a sax section can be drawn in,
this is a very successful album. The
common, or ballroom variety of big
band sax section (as in group one) gets
a fine sound and offers Cohn a frame
work for some excellent soloing. The
unison breaks in this set are not always
successful. Williams is heard from, too,
with his solidly swinging piano style.
The second grouping, despite the odd
horns, now and then gets an unmistakeably Benny Goodman sound, and it is
quite pleasing. The instrumentation
lends a different coloration to the sec
tion, and Bodner plays good flute.
The third section is the Four Broth
ers sound with Al and Zoot soloing and
Jones playing really lovely piano, tasty,
clean, and swinging, behind them and
on his own solos. Blues and Shorty
are particularly interesting. (R. J. G.).
(Epic 12" LP LN 3278)

Bob Corwin
My Shining Hour; Isn’t It Romantic?;
I’ll Remember April; I Remember You;
Rico-Jico-Joe; It Might as Well Be
Spring; I’ll Take Romance; Gone with
the Wind; It Could Happen to You;
Pony Tail

Rating: ★★★tj
Pianist Corwin, 23, makes his debut
as a leader with bassist Ernie Furtado,
drummer Jimmy Campbell, and on all
but the two trio numbers, trumpeter
Don Elliott. The quartet, then, is actu
ally the unit Elliott has been leading
in clubs for several months; and al
though this is his sideman’s date, it is
Elliott primarily who makes this LP
recommendable.
Trumpet is the protean Elliott’s best,
most assertively personal jazz instru
ment. He blows it with warm tone, clear
articulation, an easy flow of ideas, and
relaxed time. He may not be as penetratingly original on the horn as, let’s
say, Miles Davis, but he makes of it a
highly agreeable, swinging extension of
the more sanguine sector of his person
ality; and he also can be romantically
mellow on ballads (It Could Happen to
You).
Drummer Campbell is crisp and
steady with a particularly good sound.
Furtado is also a strong asset. Corwin
plays with drive and generally inter
esting if eclectic conception. His current
problems have mainly to do with dy
namics and rhythm. He has a consistent
tendency here to lay on too heavily
with a resultant partial insensitivity to
the potentials of more varied dynamics.

His beat seems to be pressing ar.d
rarely conveys the impression of rolling
ease. This latter difficulty may have
been due to recording session nervou •
ness, since he pulsates more smooth!
in clubs. Corwin, in any case, has som.
thing valid to say, and Riverside de
serves credit for giving him his fir:.
LP. (Riverside 12" RLP 12-220)

Miles Davis
The Serpent’s Tooth (two takes)
'Round About Midnight; Compulsion.
No Line; Fierd Blues; In Your Own
Sweet B ay

Rating:

Collector’s Items is in two parts. The
first side was cut in January, 1953, and
is released for the first time. It’s the
session with Charlie Parker on tenor
that Sonny Rollins talked about in the
Nov. 28 Down Beat. Sonny is also
present on tenor with a cooking rhythm
section of Philly Joe Jones, Walter
Bishop, and Percy Heath. The most ar
resting track is the mournful Midnight
which has Bird’s best tenor and Miles’
best trumpet of the date.
For the rest, his tenor work is in
evitably intriguing and forceful, and
I wish there had been more recorded
examples of his work on the horn after
he had been playing it for some months
(on this date, he has a new tenor that
was christened on the date). Sonny also
plays with heat. Miles is in good if
not outstanding form, and Philly Joe
is somewhat too loud in places. Bird
is called Charlie Chan on the envelope.
The newer session (the last three
tracks) has better Miles; considerably
improved Rollins (with fuller, warmer
tone and more cohesive idea structur
ing), and a superior rhythm section of
Tommy Flanagan, Paul Chambers, and
Art Taylor. Flanagan also solos with
flowing distinction. Miles wrote the first
two, and the third is Dave Brubeck’s.
The improvement in Prestige’s recorded
sound in three years, incidentally, is
illuminating.
Vierd is a fine demonstration of the
continuing, freshening, earthy validity
of the blues in modem jazz with Sonny
blowing one of his most eloquent cho
ruses on record. This track has superb
Miles and another excellent Flanagan
solo. Miles treats the Brubeck ballad
with sensitive intentness. Sonny is less
lyrical, but his solo is built interesting
ly. And Flanagan, one of the few
younger pianists with a quality of
touch and lyricism akin to Hank Jones;
speaks briefly. An important record.
(Prestige 12" LP 7044)

Duke Ellington
Summertime; Laura;
I Cant Get
Started; Everything but lou; Frustra
tion; Cotton Tail; Day Dream; Deep
Purple; Indian Summer; Blues

Rating:

'Mririt

Duke Ellington Presents ... is the
last of Duke’s two contracted albums
for Bethlehem. The format basically
is a series of frameworks for the band’s
soloists. Their order of appearance by
track is Anderson, Gonsalves, Nance
on vocal and violin, Hamilton-NanceJackson, Grissom, Carney, Gonsalves
and others, Hodges, Hamilton, Procope,
and a long Blues with Duke-HamiltonWoodman - Terry - Hodges - Nance Woodyard-Anderson.
The band as a whole plays with zest
(dig the sections on Cotton Tail), and
(Turn to Page 30)
Down Beat
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BETHLEHEM

THE AUSTRALIAN JAZZ QUINTET
AT THE VARSITY DRAG
ncludes ‘ Alone Together", “That Old
Feeling”, "The Lady is a Tramp", "The
Thrill is Gone ’, “Few Get It”, “Varsity
Drag'. BCP-6012 HI-FI 12* LP

BP*?*

W BETHLEHEM'S
GIRI FR«

all the soloists are undeniably profes
sional. For me, the two outstanding
tracks art Carney’s Frustration and
Hodges’ Day Dream. Carney and
Hodges are unusually strong originals
as well as professionals. The other
soloists, except for Duke and Terry,
are not up to their stature.
The program is quite varied in terms
of colors, moods, and tempos and is a
fairly sound representation, so far as
solo vehicles go, of the current band al
though I wonder why there was no
room foi Britt Woodman and Jimmy
Woode. I assume the unbilled trombone
after Hamilton’s tenor on Blues is
Britt. Ellingtonia at its very best, how
ever, occurs when the orchestra is the
primary instrument and the soloists
form carefully balanced parts of a
cohesive Ellington whole. That depth
and quality of orchestral writing, how
ever, is too often subordinated here to
soloists who aren’t always that extra
ordinary on their own.
The set is very well recorded, and
there is enough going on, despite the
aforecited reservations, to warrant its
being recommended Bob Parent’s cover
photograph of Duke is his best yet.
(Bethlehem 12" LP BCP-6005)

Terr} Gibbs
Nothing to It; Mean to Me; Haunted;
fr-Bee-l; Gibberish; I'll Remember
April; Soupy's On; Then It Happens

Rating:

BETHLEHEM

BETHLEHEM’S GIRLFRIENDS:
JULIE LONDON, CARMEN McCRAE,
CHRIS CONNOR
singing 4 tunes each Includes "The
Thrill is Gone", “Don't Worry About
Me", “A Foggy Day". BCP-6006 HI-FI
12" LP

kk\2

Mallets-A-Plenty is the title of this
one, and the players are Gibbs. Terry
Pollard, piano; Jerry Segal, drums:
Herman Wright, bass, and Nils Dahl
ander, drums, on one track. Soupy’s On.
The music is the typical frantic,
hard, brittle, almost hysterical swing
characteristic of the Gibbs group with
its best moments being when the unit
gets a collective swing of considerable
force, such as on Er-Bee-I, or when
Pollard takes one of her fine solos,
as on April. There’s an interesting
glimpse of a subdued Gibbs playing
with motors cut on Then It Happens.
On the other hand, Gibberish is well
titled, a clanking mixture of speed
and nonsense. (R. J. G.). (EmArcy 12"

I P MG 36075)

John (Dizzy ) Gillespie
Dizzy’s Business; Jessica’s Day; Tour
de Force; I Can’t Get Started; Doodlin';
Night in Tunisia; Stella by Starlight;
The Champ; My Reverie; Dizzy's Blues

Rating: WA A A

is
Vol. 1 of two sets made by the big band
in a mnstop. 90-minute session shortly
after its return from Greece. The unit,
initially formed for the first U. S. state
department-sponsored jazz tour in his
tory, has since traveled through South
Americi., disbanded while Gillespie was
or JATP, and now has re-formed into
what most of us hope will be a per
manent addition to the so small number
of large bands.
At this point in its career, the band's
book was limited, but the men knew
what scores there were intimately,
which is why the session went off so
quickly and smoothly. Writing is by
Quincy Jones, Ernie Wilkins, Dizzy,
A. K. Salim, and Melba Liston. The
two weaker charts are Melba’s — a
rather ponderous Stella and an in
nocuous Reverie in which the chief solo
Dizzy Gillespie: World Statesman

on

BETHLEHEM

THE VOICE OF AUDREY MORRIS
6 vocals accompanied by Stu William
son in trumpet, Bill Pitman on guitar,
'oe Mondragen on bass, Irv Cottier or
Alvin Sto’ler on drums. Arranged, con
ducted by Marty Paitch BCP-6010
HI-FI 12" LP

BETHLEHEM
RECORDS
NEW YORK

SO

HOLLYWOOD

instrument is Melba’s capable but ha
ly distinguished trombone.
The rest are funky swingers wifi
the band bi >wing a collective storm tha:
'argely makes up in heat for occasion; '
lack of subtle precision. But the ma i
asset is Gillespie, whose horn is maste
ly. Listen, for one, to Started. There a:
good solos by Phil Woods, the blunt
ILlly Mitchell, and contributions b
Walter Davis, Nelson Boyd, and Cha!
lie Persip. The latter three are fust
into a cooking rhythm section primari!
by Persip. A notable brief solo appear
ance is made by Joe Gordon (Tunisia).
and dig Gillespie’s Leo Watson-likt
introduction to The Champ, which is
otherwise too much drum solo.
Very good notes by Marshall Stearns,
who accompanied the band for much
of the first trip. First side is the bettei
Recording quality could be better,
(^orgran 12" LP MG N-1084)

Jazz Rhythm Record*—Music
Minus One
Abney-Raney-Pettiford-Clarke
Oh, I ady Be Good; Poor Butterfly;
Embraceable You; Three little W ords;
I May Be Wrong; Too Marvelous for
Words; I (over the Waterfront; Fine

and Dandy

Rating: *AAA
Abney-Lowe-W are-Dona Idson
Jeepers Creepers; My Heart Stood
Still; You Go To My Head; Just One
of Those Things; Crazy Rhythm: When
Your Lover Has Gone; Don't Take Your
Lore from Me; Strike Up the Band

Rating: AAA A

Home sessioners have cause for a
ball. Music Minus One has now re
leased its second and third series of
“All-Star Rhythm Section” records,
aimed at the musician, amateur or pro
fessional, who wants to practice im
provising over a firstrate pro rhythm
section. Series #2 has Don Abney,
Jimmy Raney, Oscar Pettiford, and
Kenny Clarke. Series #3 is composed
of Abney, Mundell Lowe, M ilbur Ware,
and Bobby Donaldson.
Each series is made up of 16 rec
ords—for the clarinet, tenor, trumpet,
alto, baritone, accoidion, bass, guitar,
organ, piano, trombone, vibes, violin,
drums, vocalist, dance. The recorded
music on each of the 16 is the same,
but on the back of each LP there is
printed the music for each song with
appropriate chord sequences for the in
strument involved. Where necessary,
these are transposed for Bb and Eh
instruments.
Both rhythm sections qualify admir
ably for the assignment. My slight
preference for the first one is based on
my feeling that it’s somewhat more
fully knit, and because for me, Kennv
Clarke is a marvelously flowing river
to improvise over although Donaldson
certainly is steady and tasteful. Al
though there are a few solos on both
sets, this is primarily a record for the
home musician, not the listener who
requires more to satisfy him over
repeated playings than time-keeping,
however well realized. MMO is also
to be commended for the excellent pack
aging, distinguished by Bill Hughes’
imaginative photographs of instru
ments. Sound is excellent. This is in
finitely superior to the recent Columbia
Down Beat

D.

Add-A-Part record and is recommend

on Blue Note
BLP 1520 HORACE SILVER TRIO with
Art Blakey.
A unique sei of performances by thr popu
lar modern pianist, Ind. many originals:
»PUS DE FUNK, QUICKSILVER. ECARON.
SAFARI, etc. plus "Spotlight on Drums,"
Art Elakcy-Sabu. MESSAGE FROM KENYA

BLP 1524 KENNY DORHAM AT THE
CAFE BOHEMIA.
With J. R Monterose, Kenny Burrell, Bobby
Timmons, etc "Round Midnite atmosphere
prevailed at this groovy on-the-spot session
MONACO. MEXICO CITY. "ROUND ABOUT
MIDNIGHT, etc.

BLP 1527 THE MAGNIFICENT THAD
JONES.

A truly magnificent set of performances by
the great trumpeter. In the excellent sup
porting cast fellow Detroiters Barry Harris,
piano. Billy Mitchell, tenor; Percy Heath and
Max Roach APRIL IN PARIS. BILLIE-DOO
THEDIA, etc.

BLP 1511 THELONIOUS MONK, VOL.
2.
BLP 1522 A NIGHT AT BIRDLAND ART
BLAKEY QUINTET WITH CLIFFORD
BROWN, VOL. 2.
BLP 1205 GEORGE LEWIS AN1 HIS
NEW ORLEANS STOMPERS, VOL. I.
Recent Releases:

BIP 1512 1514, 1525 THE INCREDIBLE JIMMY
SMITH
BLP 151? GIL MELLE with EDDIE BERT
BLP ISI9 HERBIE NICHOLS with MAX ROACH
BLP 1523 KENNY BURRELL with CANDIDO
BIP 1510 HORACE SILVER with JAZZ
MES
SENGERS
BLP 1526 CLIFFORD BROWN MEMORIAL AL
BUM
BLP 1507
1508 THE JAZZ MESSENGERS AT
CAFE BOHEMIA
BLP 1509 MILT JACKSON (MJQ)
BLP 1505, 1506 THE EMINENT JAY JAY
BLP 1503 ISM THE AMAZING BUT POWELL
BLP 1501 1502 MILES DAVIS
BLP 1201, I20J. 1203, I2M THE FABULOUS SIDNEY BECHET

COMPLETE FREE CATALOG ON REQUEST

not eJ
767 LEXINGTON AVE.

NEW YOM 21

ed thoroughly. (MMO 12" IP- J15-28.
J44, J47 in series #2: J29-42. J45, J48
in series #3)

Jazz Messengers
Infra-Hae; Nica’s Dream: it’s You
or No One; Ecaroh; Carol’s Interlude;
The End of a Love Affair; Hank’s
Symphony

Rating:

This is the Jazz Messengers’ first LP
for Columbia, and the personnel is
Donald Byrd, Hank Mobley, Horace
Silver, Doug Watkins, Art Blakey. It
was made in 1955 before the group
split amoeba-like into several parts.
It is, as far as reproduction of sound
goes, the best of the LPs of the group
that has been released. There is a bet
ter control here and a less harsh sound
As far as the group's music is con
cerned, this album contains the good
and the bad points of the JMs, almost
in equal portions. The sides have the
guts, intense swing, masculinity and
brazen frenetic excitement that has
characterized the JMs since they first
began recording. There is also the crit
icism that they run the emotional
gamut from frenzy to hysteria, lack
mellowness, grace, delicacy, and any
beauty that is not stark and that re
quires depth.
As usual, they set up a terrible tur
moil with something like Infra Rae
with Mobley occasionally getting a
froelich quality in his solo and Blakey
showing that he can play it all-right
now. Byrd contributes the most lync
moment with his solo on Nica’s and
Love Affair is to me the most wholely
successful of the tracks, a gay, light
number on which Silver plays with
restraint, taste, and delicacy.
It is too bad this group does not re
cord more of the type of thing rep
resented by Love Affair, for its Hur
ricane Harry approach to the blasters
then would be more effective. (R.J.G.).

FRESH EXCITING

JAZZ!
ABC-125

CANDIDO

Master of
Afro-Cuban beat
lays his complex
rhythms under
blowing of top
echelon modernists
Al Cohn Dick
Katz, et al.
’
ABC-126

A

WHITEY MITCHELL
- SEXTETTE
¿A Arr. by Neel Haiti

f £ Striking
L
arrangements
L
showcase the
F
young bassist and
iw.
his swinging group.
For Free Jozi Catalogue
write to: CATALOGUES
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(Columbia 12" LP CL 897)

JAZZ ON RECORDS

There's JAZZ in the air
on

BALLANCE 'N* RECORDS
starring Bill Ballance

6:00 ■ 9:30 a.m. & 8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Monday thru Saturday

KFWB Los Angeles 980 on dial

Jimmy Lyons
'Th* West's Leading Jen Jockey'

WEDNESDAY THROUGH SUNDAY
Midnight to 2 A.M

KNBC. 680 ON THE DIAL
S0.0O0 Watts Clear Channel

AUDIBLE FROM CANADA TO MEXICO
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Elliot Lawrence
bluet Alley; Between the Devil and
the Deep Blue Sea; Ponce; Tenderly;
Snapped Cap; Moten Swing; EFt Relit;
Hone Together; Maybe; Good Wood;
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home; Hand
Made

□
□
□
□
□
H

Rating: ★★★#

was in
fact recorded at that Atlantic City pen
insula of Americana. Half the dozen
tracks are Al Cohn’s arrangements and
compositions There are also three by
Johnny Mandel, one by Gerry Mulligan,
and two by Tiny Kahn. All the charts
but the mambo. Ponce (which is expert
but not especially in context here) are
clean, building, and conducive to hunt
ing Moby Dick. The band consists of
Cohn, Marowitz, McKusick, Wasserman.
O’Kane, Travis, Glow, DeRisi, Fishelson, Bert, F. Zito, Selden, R. Saunders,
Gubin, and the leader on piano.
With a line-up of such secure pros
as the above, the band comes on strong
with crisp, charging section work and
solid solos by Cohn, Travis, Bert, Wass
erman, McKusick, and Lawrence. Cohn
is a special gas. All that’s lacking—
and this is probably too much to ask
of a band that works primarily week
ends—is a collective personality indelSwinging at the Steel Pier

□
□
□
n

12 LP»

$3 98 EACH

Les Brown's In Town..........................
Helen Merrill—Dream Of You.........
Return of Art Pepper..........................
Bob Gordon—Moods In Jazz............

12 LPs

. . CAP.
. EMARCY
. .. J.W.

. . TAM

$4.98 EACH

BETH
Johnny Richards—Something Else. .
Billie Holiday—Lady Sings The Blues... .CLEF
Julie London—Calendar Girl......................... LIB.
Miles Davis and Charlie Parker
PRES.

THE LATE ART TATUM 12" LP
DISCOGRAPHY
Here's Art Tatum......................... BRUN, $3.98
Art Tatum Encores............................... CAP.
3.98
Genius of Art Tatum 11 Vols ..CLEF 4.98 ea
Tatum, Hampton, Rich Trio....CLEF 4.98

Send for FREE Catalogues
$1.00 Deposit on C O L s
Foreign Orders add $1.00 Postage
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FOR JAZZ IN CHICAGO
tune

'Waxing Hot"
with
Mr. Dick Buckley

7 — 9 PM

WNIB

monday — friday
97.1 on FM

31

ible tn this band alone. Quality-high
it is. the Lawrence band is nonethele.^
an eclectic amalgam of Basie, Herma
and ideal studio writing. But it’s ce
tainly one of the very few big band r- cording units with jazz authority, ar
Fantasy is to be congratulated ft
maicing this series available. Excellerr
elephantless cover. (Fantasy 12'' tl*

MAN ON DRUMS

DAVE
BAILEY

Put

3236)

Sam Most

fou

Stella
by
Starlight;
Hiuha-Bn
Obvious Conclusion; Autumn heart
If I Had You; Body and Soul; Houa
of Bread Blues; Two for Three

teu
tat
not

Bating :
Yours (Bethlehem leadthe field in their titular grasp of tht
obvious) features Sam on flute for the
first side (four tracks) and on clarinet
on the second. His firmly integrated
rhythm section throughout consists of
Joe Morello, Bill Crow, and Bob Doi
ough. The latter two also solo effec
tively as does Joe in the few- openings
allotted to him. The first side is the
better because Sam is developing sound
ly as one of the better jazz flutists. He
makes the instrument
emotional
rhythmically pulsating horn, and he is
especially moving on the one slow track,
Musically

Fast-rising young

'

'' '

.-'ii-

*

.

1 ■

,• . • • - ' *

Midnight Blue Pearl.

’’ •'

A M

B^

■with
■' ' many
’'' 11of-'the1 best

▼ d^B^k
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’
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i ,i■ • -• r • : । - J < -!. -■ . • * .lb* ■
11:' •
works to unify rhythm section ... give it refined,
even backing. Says his Gretsch Broadkaster drums are tops
in sound and looks .. calls them “finest I ever owned.”
Try Gretsch Broadkasters yourself ... your dealer has them for
every style. Or write for FREE Gretsch Drum catalog.
sets illustrated in full color.

Hush-a-Bye.

His clarinet m its present stage is
something else. Whereas he once tended
to be facile and rather cold on the in
strument, he now frequently strains in
an otherwise commendable (and suc
cessful) attempt to breathe warmth into
the horn. The straining, however, re
sults in occasionally sharp intonation
and a frequent slippery stridency of
tone in the upper middle and higher
registers can be quite unpleasant. The
from
feeling of forcing also
the instrument,
Sam’s conception
hich does not always appear relaxed
You

ought

hear

the

first

side

though. (Bethlehem 12 I.P B (P-6008)

Preacher Kollo
Pre Found a New Baby; I'm Gonna
Sit Right Down and Write Myself a
Letter; Struttin' with Sonu- Barbecue;
South Rampart Street Parade; Hou
Come You Do Me like You Do?; Sister
Kate; Rote Room; Black and Blut;
fl hit's Sorry Now?; Big Butter and Egg
Man; Carolina in the Morning; Indiana

Rating: +*
Suwannee River Jazz
<iamnor.&&T>
•• 4 pari5

THE SWEETEST

CLARINET EVER MADE
Gold Crown
Erm »ne Ban)« heads are the best an the market!
Here s why:—
♦ Thirty-two years under sami supervision
♦ Mounted heads are individually packed.
♦ unmounted heads are shipped flat.
★ Only the most su able calf skins are used for
Gold Crown Quality.
W Naturalness is stressed instead of artificial
processes employed by others
< The first, last, and utmost mpo'tance in drum

*>ead nuking
'the playability" is given
its fullest justifications!
jh

The finest Clarinet in the world i* o
BUFFET It is used by more fine sym
phony and popular clarinetists than any
other clarinet See the BUFFET at your
music dealer or write us today and be
convinced that BUFFET is the one clari
net in Ihe world lot you

CARL FISCHER

WHITE EAGLE RAWHIDE MFG. CO.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT CO., 1«

US? N Throes St. — Chicago 22, III
Fhoae ARmltaga S-M72

105 East 16th Street, New York' 3, N. Y.

Dixieland

conversation by Miami’s Preacher Rollo
and the Saints. With Rollo on drums,
thé band includes cornetist Tommy Jus
tice, clarinetist Ernie Goodson, trom
bonist Jerry Gorman, pianist Bobby
Rosen, and bassist Al Matucci. On four
tracks, Bobby Krapf is on cornet and
Paul Yelvington on clarinet. The horns
are agreeably enthusiastic, although de
rivative and possessed of a tendency
toward sharpness.
The weak spots include Gorman, who
plays with a stiffness and an insuffi
ciency of the high-spirited humor that
makes for superior tailgaters. Another
is Rosen, whose piano, while forceful,
is also rhythmically plodding. The en
tire rhythm section for that matter, is
earthbound. But the cornetists and
clarinets are serviceable, the collective
spirit is certainly warm, and the reper
toire is mellow. (MGM 12 I.P E3403)
Down Beat
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Tony Scott
Rock Me, Rui Don’t Roll Me; Deep
Purple; The Jitterbug B altz, The Moon
<1 alks; My Old Flame; Aeolian Drink
ing Song;
You. You’re Driving Me
Crazy; ’Round About Midnight; B dikin'
m dir; Poinciana; I anilla Frosting on
<i Beef Pie; Yesterdays

The Touch of Tony Scott combines
four quartet tracks, three by a tentet,
ind five by full orchestra. In an ama
teurish act of carelessness by the anno
tator and a&r head Fred Reynolds, the
n 'teg contain absolutely no personnel
information. The quartet (Tracks 2, 6,
8, 11) have pianist Bill Evans, bassist
Les Grinage, and drummer Lennie Me
Brown. The tentet (3, 5, 9) includes
,oe Wilder, Johnny Carisi. Urbie Green,
Jimmy Cleveland. Danny Bank, Barry
Galbraith, Osie Johnson, Milt Hinton,
Bill Evans. In the full band, Johnson,
Evans, Hinton, and Mundell Lowe make
up the rhythm «ection. Trumpets are
J. Nottingham, Wilder, J. Maxwell, I.
Sulieman; trombones are Green, Cleve
land R. Peer, and B. Varsalona, and
reeds comprise S. Marowitz, G. Gryce,
S. Powell, Z. Sims, and Bank. Guest
arrangers were George Siravo (Track
3), Eddie Sauter in an original com
missioned for the album (4), Al Cohn
(5), Jimmy Mundy (7), Carisi (9),
and Ralph Burns (10). The rest are
either by Tony or are heads. This latter
information is also not supplied by the
notes, which do manage, however, to
misspell Carisi’s name.
Scott, to begin with, is the best clari
netist now operative in jazz when he
controls his occasional tendency toward
frenzy on up-tempos. He is under con
trol here, but there are other lumps in
the pudding. For one thing, 12 tracks
on a jazz LP rarely make sense, and
they don’t here. The best band is the
unusually wailing Drinking Sung
(based on the Aeolian mode and hence
without chord pattern» and also without bar lines). It’s the longest track
in the album and, accordingly, gives
time and space for building.
Another fault in an otherwise divert
ing attempt to be diversified was the
choice of arrangers. Siravo’s Jitterbug
is skilled but too much of a drawing
room affair. Sauter’s Moon hits me as
being shallow and the weakest part of
the date. Cohn’s Flame is tasty but
rather static in places.
Mundy’s Crazy is fairly routine;
Cansi’s Walkin’ is hiply witty but not
much of an emotional experience, and
Burns' Poinciana is pleasant but rather
pallid. Tony’s own score, the carthquaking Rock, at least has guts is has
the close of the somewhat schizoid Yes
terdays. The auartet heads are agree
able, with the best, aside from ieohan,
being the wonderfully tender Midnight.
Throughout, Tony himself is flawless
and makes more of some ol the ar
rangements than they’re intrinsically
worth. And he demonstrates again how
extraordinary a shaper of ballads he i The only other soloist, pianist Evans,
is u strong and intelligent improviser.
(Note, too, his effective close tn Mid
night.) The musicianship of all con
cerned is expert. Tony has huge poten
tial, but what he needs is not this kind
of carousel but rather a format uid
direction of his own that he feels
basically und can grow with. His best
December 26. 1956

records remain the Brunswick quartet
sides. But this LP is certainly worth
hearing for Tony’s warmth, imagina
tion, and command of the whole of his
instrument. And as usual, he is his own
best arranger. (Victor 12" I PM 1353)

fresh CMttiey

JAZZ!
LUCKY THOMPSON

Jess Stacy
Fascinating Rhythm
Can't Get
Started; I B ant to Be Happy; You look
Adi antage of Me; Indiana; Stars fell on
Alabama; Oh, Baby; If 1 Could Be
with You; Boo-Boos for Boh; Ec-Stacy;
Complainin'; Ain’t Goin’ Nowhere

A hard-swinging
set powered by
Lucky's big tone,
beautifully built 1
ideas.WithOscar I
Pettiford, Hank ”
Junes, Osie John- (
son 'Superb!” J

Rating:

One of the enduring individuals of
jazz piano is represented here in one
of the enduring piano LPs of recent
years. Jess receives model support
throughout from the tasty drumming of
Nick FatooL The bass of Morty Corb,
and the unamplified guitar of the su
perb George Van Eps are present on
the first eight. George also has several
satisfying solos, and I only wish there
had been more, so rare is the sound of
the unamplified guitar in the current
jazzland.
As for Jess, for once the annotator
(in this case, George Simon) has used
the right clarifying words to describe
his message: “. . . a quiet and sure
strength ... of great feeling . • . the
assurance of a man who believes strong
ly in what he is saying . . . the sharp
attack, the crisp rhythm, the love of
the melodic line . . . tenderness, relaxed
intelligent, feel
but still assertive
. musicianship '
tasteful
ingfu)
Don’t miss this one (Brunswick 12'
IP BL 540m

THE FOURMOST
GUITARS ABC-109

For Free
Jazz Catalogue

Award-winner«
Jimmy Raney,
Chuck Wayne,
Joe Puma and
Dick Garcia
weave a taut,
tingling web.

CATALOGUES
ABC-PARAMOUNT
Daft .0, ISM ('way.
N*w Y*rii 36, N. V.

U est Coast vs. East Coast
The Goof 'n I; Here's Pete; Bererly
Hills; East Coast, Rest toast; lover.
Come Back to Me (two versions of each

MODERN JAZZ
BEGINS ON

tune, except the last)

Another Leonard Feat her-produced
"battle.” (Previous jousts have been
Hot vs. Cool and Cats vs. Chicks. How
about Republican vs. Democratic jazz
men?). The west coasters are Don Fa
gerquist; Bob Enevoldsen, valve trom
bone and tenor; Buddy Collette, tenor,
alto, flute; Andre Previn; Curtis
Counce; Stan Levey. The easterners in
clude Frank Wess, tenor and flute;
Thad Jones; Benny Powell; Dick Hy
man, piano, organ; Oscar Pettiford;
Osie Johnson, Arrangements are by
Pete Rugolo, Hyman, and Feather.
The writing is mainly a skeleton for
blowring, and as such, is undistinctively
competent. Each number is done by
each unit in turn. There’s good, warm
improvising by all concerned. Nothing
here that will scare juu, but the mu
sicianship is high, and there is a flow
ing communal feeling on both sessions.
As for the tournament. I’d call it a
draw. In the last track, incidentally,
both coasts meet in sections via tape
splicing. (MGM 12" LP E3390)

Phil Wood*
The Stanley Stamper;
t ool
Pairing Off; Suddenly It's Spring

did

Pairing Off is the title, and those in
volved are Woods and Gent Quill, altos;
Kenny Dorham and Donald Byrd, trum
pets; Tommy Flanagan, piano; Doug

BARBARA LEA'S
PRESTIGE

BARBARA LEA
Siegs 12 Seegs With Becking •»
Meey Windherst Qaiatet

IP IM
'1956 International Critics'

Httnder lekoo

m

MOVING OUT
Sonny Rollin« GnMJOl.....

Poll

frettile
7058

MILT
MJQ and Milt Jackson Qrt
TWO TRUMPETS
Donald Byrd/Art

Farmer. .

GARLAND IF REO
Rad Garland Trio..............

7062

7064

Send for FREE Cofologu

eutigr tlerorda, Ine.

MAILORDER JAZZ
TIFTON, GEORGIA
Pmerlce's Largssi fielvtlv*
Jan LP Moll Order Momio

Saad IS cent* far complete
catolae IMinq ¡on book*
and ovary madam joa LP
uvollobla

Watkins, bass, and J. R. Jones, drun
This is tough, hard-swinging ja
with an exciting, though close to fra
tic, quality that is accentuated in t
occasional harshness of the alto sol
ists, their snarling attack and the 8 mm. cannonade set up behind them 1 r
Jones. The opening side is fascinating,
not only for its compulsive beat, but
for the similarity of sound and ideas >f
the two sets of horns. (The notes t r
on choruses here).
Woods and Quill both play wit i
fervor and facility; Byrd and Dorhari
each take solos that indicate their talent
(Byrd especially) and the occasional
piano of Flanagan is a delightful, sul
tie contrast to the stomping of the
others. It is interesting, by the wav.
to note how much more effective Jones’
drumming is behind the piano and bass
than behind the horns. The ballad track
is too tough in concept but still swing
strongly, as do all the others. The
funny-style notes are merely in bad
taste. (R. J. G.l. (PrcMige 12" I.l’
7046)
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Lou 1
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Caught In The Act
(Jumped from Page 8)
poses, the imitations for the most part
were adequate, and in some cases,
quite convincing.
The second half of the program was
concerned with the years from 1941 to
the present, highlighting the contributions of Parker, Gillespie, Davis, the
Herman band, and Gerry Mulligan. As
a finale, Byard was given his due as a
particularly inventive young jazz con
tributor, and the band came in for its
own recognition by being itself—for
the first time in the program.
W ITHOUT DOUBT. there were mi
nor imperfections, in the text and in
the band’s performance, but generally
the commentary was lucid and pen
etrating and the instrumental impres
sions vividly graphic.
Ar d the response was prodigious,
for this audience was not made up of
jazz-oriented young persons but con
sisted largely of adult suburbanites,
most of whom bought tickets to the
event because it was a scholarship
benefit. Yet their attenion and applause
was not merely dutifully polite; it was
spontaneous, genuine, and prolonged.
The conspicuous success of A Living
History of Jazz can point a way for
future projects in jazz education—a
field which presently has too many
preachers and not nearly enough prac
tice.
■—cal kolbe
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Graas Jazz A&R
With R-Dell Discs
Hollywood — French hornist John
Graas has been signd as music director
and jazz artists and repertoire man
for Bob Ross’ new R-Dell Records. The
first record date supervised by Graas
will feature the Buddy Collette quar
tet, plus Art Pepper.
The firm will issue regular jazz re
leases, according to Graas, who also
said the company will produce jazz
singles. R-Dell intends to record as
many easterners as possible during
their visits on the west coast, he added.
Down Kent
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the blindfold test
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Stein Hears Pianists
t
f

1
1
t
1

I

By Leonard Feather

Not many pianists now active in contemporary jazz can boast
a- well rounded a background as Lou Stein. The 34-year-old
Philadelphian, a professional pianist for two full decades, was
a teen-aged associate of Buddy DeFranco, Charlie Ventura, and
Bill Harris. In the ’40s after playing with Glenn Millers’ air force
band and with the Ray McKinley civilian outfit, he rose to jazz
prominence as the composer-pianist with Ventura’s group in East
of Suez.
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Since then, Lou has freelanced ao extensively in New York
that he can be heard on records by Dixieland groups such as
Lawson-Haggart, modem combos such as Kai Winding, and in
numerable sides by dance bands, pop vocalists, and, of course,
his own trio.
The records selected for Stein’s inspection on this, his first
Blindfold Test, were mainly geared to present-day piano trends,
l ou was given no information before or during the test about
the records played.

The Records
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Actually, I have heard things like
this before. They seem to stay at one
level and never reach a peak. It was
done quite well, but it really didn’t
move me. The solos were adequate . • .
I liked the tenor—or maybe it was an
alto. When I first heard it, I thought
it was an alto. I didn’t recognize the
guitar player. I’ll give this record 2%
stars.
2.

i
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Joe Sullivan.
side).

Honeysuckle Rose

(River

I’d hate to think that was Earl
Hines, although it sounded a little like
him. I really didn’t like the sound for
that style of piano ... I think it was
very thin ... It could have been rich
er. Fats was the master of that style—
that swinging left hand, so I can really
only give it two stars.
4.
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Friedrich Guida. Night in Tunisia (Vic
tor). Aaron Bell, bats; Nick Stabulas,
drums.

Could that be Oscar Peterson? I
haven’t heard him play like this . . .
I’ve heard him play with a less savage
drive. For a minute, I thought it was
Johnny Williams, who is a pretty rough
pianist, but actually the rhythm bal
ance, I thought, was pretty bad . . .
You couldn’t hear the bass. I think
the rhythm section in spots actually
wasn’t together.
I really didn’t get anything from the
record. I know the tune, and I’ve heard
it played better. I guess I’m influenced
by Bird’s record on this. It seems to
be a little cold unless there’s something
frantic done with the tune. I’ll give
this record 2*2 stars.
3.

I

Ralph Sharon. Slightly Oliver (London).
J. R Monteroso, alto; Joe Puma, guitar.

John Lewis. 2° E. 3‘ W. (Pacific Jazz).
Bill Perkins, tenor; Jim Hall, guitar; Percy
Heath, bass; Chico Hamilton, drums.

S

I really don’t think this record quite
makes it. They start out with a sim
ple little riff which I really don’t think
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means too much . . . It’s actually the
blues. I don’t think it quite comes off
... I wasn’t moved by any of the solo
ists . . . They sound a little like some
of the greats, but they just didn’t
measure up to what they were sup
posed to. I’ll give it two stars.
5.

Phineas Newborn. Dahoud (Atlantic).

I think it’s Phineas Newborn. I like
the tune . . . It’s a good one to blow
on. I think I’ve heard Phineas play
better. The rhythm section was a little
tense, but it’s always amazing to hear
a pianist use the two-hands technique
. . . This is a difficult thing but can
come off if it lays just right . . . Some
pianists can do this better than others.
I think this guy has a wonderful po
tential. I’d give this three stars.
6.

Art Tatum-Buddy DeFranco. This Can't Be
Love (ARS). Red Callender, bass; Bill
Douglass, drums.

If this was Tatum, it’s more jazz
than I’ve ever heard Art play ... I
think it was wonderful. Was that the
record he made with Buddy Rich, De
Franco, and Ray Brown? I think they
all played well, but as I said before,
if it’s Tatum, it’s the most jazz I’ve
ever heard him play on records, and
for the jazz I’ll give it four stars.
7.

Ronnie Ball. Pres Sei (Savoy).
Dennis, trombone; Ted Brown,
Wendell Marshall, bass.

Willie
tenor;

They sure got hung up on that end
ing. It seemed like everybody all went
in a different direction. I think it was
Eddie Bert with a dub of himself, be
cause I heard a trombone chorus and
then another trombone chorus. It might
have been Eddie dubbing over with
the tenor. I don’t like the piano player
at all ... I thought his facility was
nil and his conception wasn’t too good
... A little hesitant in spots. All in all,
I thought the first tenor chorus was
good. I didn’t recognize him, but it
might have been Monterose. I thought
the intonation on the bass fiddle was
very good. 2% stars.

8.

Jackie McLean. Contour (Prestige). Don
ald Byrd, trumpet; Art Taylor, drums;
Mal Waldron, piano.

I think the drums ruined this rec
ord, especially in the shadings when
the trumpet player came in. It sounded
a little like Miles, but I think Miles is
more tasty than the one I just heard.
He kept playing the tune level, and it
lacks that warmth I think the trum
pet player was trying to get.
The alto sounded a little like Sonny
Stitt to me—rough, Bird-like, but I’ve
heard Sonny play better. The piano I
thought was very weak . . . Not too
much strength in his fingers. I didn’t
particularly like the chorus. I’ll give
this 2% stars.
9.

Leonard Feather. Stompin' at the Savoy
(ABC-Paramount). Feather, piano; Bob
Enevoldsen, trombone, tenor; Red Mit
chell, bass; Gerry Wiggins, vibories.

Well, on the end, they didn’t know
how to ride out in time. The whole
record seems to have a lot of clams,
especially on vibes and piano . . .
They don’t play the ensemble together.
It seems to me there are two concep
tions, one in the rhythm section and
one in the horns.
I liked the bass and the trombone.
Was that Kai? Well, for the bass and
trombone, I’ll give it two stars. The
vibes I didn’t like at all . . . In fact,
on his solo, I thought he sounded corny
at times in conception.
10.

Manne. / Could Have Danced
All Night (Contemporary). Andre Pre

Shelly

vin, piano; Leroy Vinnegar, bass.

I think this guy deserves a lot of
credit. It’s Andre Previn. I think he’s
been listening all the time . . . He’s
changed his style, and I think he’s get
ting what we call the modern concep
tion. I think he’s come a long way. At
times it seems like he bands, but I ac
cept it because I know what he’s trying
to do and I feel he’s accomplished quite
a bit. He’s a fine pianist. I think Shelly
Manne on drums and Leroy Vinnegar
behind him play very well. I’ll give this
four stars.
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Chicago
JAZZ, CHICAGO STILE: Fat» Domi
no currently is at the Blue Note. Duke
Ellington leads his caravan into the

(Jumped from Page 6)
TV . . . Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
will return to NBC-TV, but not as a
team. They’ll do an equal number of
separate shows. Under the new con
tract, substituted foi the old one after
the team broke up, they’ll each star in
two one-hour shows between January
and June next year, then will do a total
of eight productions a year through
1961.

Note on Dec. 19 followed by two-week
visits from John (Dizzy) Gillespie. OsPeterson-Rolf Kuhn. and ShortyRogers
Marian McPartland winds
up a successful stay at the London
House on Dec. 16, when Japanese pi
anist Toshiko takes over. Barbara Car
roll’s group will make the London
House merry for a month beginning
Jan. 2
Jackie Cain, and Roy krai.
with singer Maya Angelou, are

than holding the fort at Mister Kei . s.
They’ll be there through New Ye r*s
eve, with Hamish Menzies and Georgia
Carr opening New Year’s day. Anita
O’Day is slated to rule Kelly’s Jan 9Feb. 26.
The
decorators,
a
nonswing ng
group, are wailing at the Previ. sv.
Tony Scott will open the Modern J izt
room at Christmas time. The Mod m
Jazz Quartet will follow* on Jan. 14
The Al Belletto sextet opened at he
Cloister on Dec. 5 for an indefinite s’ ly
. . . Charlie Ventura’s group is h>'d
over at the Brass Rail until Dec. 4.
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Lou know top pro \
v
accordionists Joe Biviano, Tony I
Mecca and Dom Front ierre for V
their fine radio. TV, movie and V
record performances.
These great musicians call
their eldorado accordions (custom-built by La balanced tone: instantaneous response; complete
Tosca) “a superb artist’s instrument —unsurpassed absence of mechanical noise. And the eldorado
in beauty and performance.”
looks as beautiful as it sounds. It’s the finest
Play an eldorado yourself. Notice the rich. investment you can make.
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The FRED, GRETSCH Mfg. Co., Dept. DB 1226

60 Broadway. Brooklyn 11, N. Y.
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septet returns to the
Bassist Johiim
Pate’s trio signed with Salem Records
and cut its first LP for the label. The
LP, including Slaughter on 10th Ave
nue, will be released later this month.
ADDED NOTES: WNBQ’s new color
telecast, Here's Music at the London
H<*use and Mister Kelly’s, premiered
Nov. 19 with Jeri Southern, the Harry
Slottag trio, guitarist Frank D'Rone of
Mister Kelly’s and the Marian McPart
land trio from the London House The
for one-half hour, will be
presented every Monday at 10:30 p.m.
. The Vagabonds return to the Chez
Paree for a week Dec. 15, with Jerry
Lewis coming in Dec. 27. Sammy Davis
Jr. is set to appear Feb. 26-March 18
Leo DeLyon, Abbey Lincoln, and
the Tune Tattlers continue through the
end of the month at the Black Orchid.
The Mello-Iarks and comic Jimmy Ames
Herset to follow in January
man Roberts is enlarging his Robert’s
Show’ club, at 6622 South Park Av., to
seat 1,500 persons. He’s scheduled the
official opening for Jan. 21 and is dick
ering with Count Basie, Dinah Wash
ington, and Sarah Vaughan for apKai

Winding'»

Rail in February

GENE

KRUPA’S

brilliant saxophonist

Eddie ßhu

Hollywood
NITERY NOTES: Julian (€.annonball)
Adderley wails at Jazz City until the
20th; then Billie Holiday for two weeks,
followed by Miles Davis Jan. 5 . . .
While Buddy Collette continues at the
Haig six nights a week, Art Pepper’s

Sunday afternoon and Tuesday night
sessions are becoming the talk of the
tow’n, with Warne Marsh and Ronnie
Ball regulars onstand
The radio
show skedded to emanate from the
Lighthouse has been filed for a while
but the sounds continue weeknights
and Sundays without letup
The
Topper’s guest policy Monday night is
proving quite a cash draw. The Pete
Jolly trio and others of like caliber are
regular attractions, along with Jack
Millman's lusty quintet
Judging
by the houses Teddy Buckner’s been
drawing in this pretty lean period for
clubs, his fans must be the loyalest.
Another top spot for jamming week»nds continues to be the Huntington
Park Rendezvous, which just about
takes care of all the jazz customers in
that part of town
Saints, now blowing through the win
ter at the Hermosa inn on the ocean
front, have signed for several albums
with International Records . . . Big
things are in the wind at Hollywood’s
Peacock Lane, with Carmen McRae due
in Christmas eve followed by the dou
ble piano attraction nf George Shearing
and Phineas Newborn on Jan, 17 . . .
The Dukes of Swing, featuring Paur
Jones on trumpet, are at the Sirocco
in the Valley Tuesdays through Sun
days . . . Matt Dennis trio is held over
at the Encore till Jan. 2 . . Jack Tea
garden’s new band opened Nov. 27 at
Astor’s cocktail lounge in the valley
. Archir Rotate took his combo into
the Beverly Cavern Nov. 18
Rosy
Mcllargue’s two-beaters ai
Hangover on Vine till after Jan. 1
when the club will be torn down to
make way for a new bus terminal.

Westlake college has
a new quintet led by piano man Les
McCann, with Bernie James and Marvin
ADDED NOTE:
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See your dealer or write

for complete

information.

THE MARTIN BAND INSTRUMENT COMPANY
Elkhart, Indiana

FOUR GREAT DRUM CLASSICS
FOR THE PRICE OF THREE ! !
★ SHELLY MANNE
Drum Folio #1....
★ Modern School For Snare Drum
..

by Morris Goldenberg

$2.50

4.00

.........

★ Stick Control For The Snare Drummer
by George Lawrence Stone. ..... . .......
.....
2.50

PLUS
DRUM CITY'S FAMOUS

★ Encyclopedia of Percussion Instruments and Drumming
(Vol 1, Book A) by Brad Spinney

Regularly Priced at $2.50

FREE

An SI 1.50 Value . . . Special To You S9.00
Plus 75c packing 6 postage charge

AN IDEAL XMAS GIFT FOR THE DRUMMER
Just send check, or money order fo:

DRUM CITY ENTERPRISES, Inc
6124 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

on tenors; Clete Web-ter,
drums, and Charlie Haden, bass.
WAXED NOTES» Norman Granz will
record Kid Ory and band in Paris, with
the Kid (he’s now 70) calling the tunes
in Creole French and making with the
Violinist Stuff Smith cut
vocals
the first of a series of albums for Cief
with Red Callender, bass, and Jimmy
Jones, piano . . . Germo (!) Records
waxed the Red Norvo quintet now at
Zucca’s
Jack Montrose recorded
his Concertino for Five-Piece Jazz I n«emble, with Nono, Manne, B. Clark,
bass; Joe Maini, alto, and Shorty Rogerg in the booth for RCA Victor . .
Stan Levey's just-waxed Bethlehem
LP has L. Vinnegar, C. Candoli, F. RoMolino. R. Kamuca, and S. Clark . . .
Dek-tctt.
Marty Paich
through another Mel Torme Bethlehem
LP at Radio Recorders Nov. 10 and
11 . . . Dig Records’ first jazz albums,
Tanganyika and Wiggin* with Wigg (G.
Wiggins trio) are hot off the tape.
Jenkins

Get fast, positive sound

SALVADOR
GUITARS

—tynan
Praises quick iespan
sive action of his Gretsch
guitar . . . calls tone
quality the finest Likes
slim neck and streamlined Gretsch body . . says his
Gretsch guitar "feels comfortable-plays fastest”.
Sal plays the Gretsch Electromatic Cutaway
model . . used it for his new record album
Frivolous Sal” (Bethlehem—PCP 59).

Top Jazz stylists play Gretsch guitars—why don't you?
See your dealer. . . write for Free Gretsch guitar catalog
. . . many popular models shown in color.

GRETSCH
DECCA PUTS WESTLAKE COLLEGE QUINTET
ALBUM "COLLEGE GOES TO JAZZ" ON SALE
IN MUSIC STORES THROUGHOUT THE U. S.

McDonald, valve trombone—Diet Grove, piano—G'«n De Wees» and
Dick Frits alternating on bass Now available at your nearest record
dealer.

Full time 2 yr course includes 2 prh lessons wHy free practice, 10 hrs
wkly cla..ns plus daily band Appr. for vets. Sch. Dorm Student West
lake College Juintet fust recorded album for Dec«
Pro. bands took six
students for Vegas this summer One making $300.00 wkly. Beginning
classes for H.S. graduates. For illus. Catalog and info write to

WESTLAKE COLLEGE OF MODERN MUSIC
7190 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

Name

....

HO 2-2387

DB 122656

........................... ................

Vetr

Address

Sfate......

SENSATIONAL SALES DEMAND A 3rd PRINT1NGIIIII

THE PROFESSIONAL ARRANGER-COMPOSER
by RUSSELL GARCIA
165 pages
covers: dance band harmony, voicing,
393 musical examples
arranging, counterpoint, modulations, etc.
SENI ONLY $5.01»

PLUS 30 pages of experimental material
for the progressive composer.
free brochure

Barrington House Pubi.

—

3397 Floyd Terr.

Hollywood 28. Calil.

San Francisco
Benny Goodman, booked into a con

cert at Berkeley’s Community theater,
was sold at the last minute to another
promoter for a date the night before
at San Francisco for less money. The
Berkeley date was for $3,500 against
50 percent with a clause that the pro
moter had to charge a minimum of $2
and that BG’s presence “was not re
quired throughout the engagement” but
“it is understood that he will appear.
Jerry Coker recorded four sides—all
originals—for Jazz: San Francisco,
for which Pat Henry is jazz artist, and
repertoire chief. Coker used guitarist
Eddie Duran, bassist Dean Riley, and
trumpeter Al Kiger. Vocalist Ree Brunncl was slated for four sides for the
same company with bass and guitar
accompaniment, and Rudy Salvini’» big
band cut four sides at the Sand’s ball
room with Johnny Markham on drums,
Howie Dudune on tenor, and Allen
Smith soloing on hi; own composite i.
Smithsonian. The same label also did
a date with Mel Lewis, Pepper Adam».
Coker, and Johnny Marabuto on piano
. . . Stan Kenton’s two weeks at the Ma
cumba were surprisingly slack, and his
concerts at the University of Califor
nia, University of San Francisco, San
Francisco State college ,and Stanford
The
were also light in attendance
one-niter at Sweet’s ballroom in Oak
land was fair.
Gus Mancuso, Las Vegas jazzman, did
a date for Fantasy for an LP under
his own name. Three groups were used
piano, Gene
trio with Gus
Wright on bass, and Cal Tjader on
drums; a quartet with Duran on gui
tar. Wright on bass, Tjader on drums,
and Mancuso on baritone horn, and a
quintet with Vince Guaraldi on piano,
Richie Kamuca on tenor, Mancuso on
baritone, Wright on bass, and Tjader
Duran and Riley now
on drums
working weekends at University Hide
away with Marabuto on piano . . • Bay
City Jazz Band closed at the Tin Angel
but continues weekends at the Sail ’N
. . . Pianist Freddie Gambrell still is
featured at the Jazz Workshop with
Buck Wheat on bass
Pete Rugoli
disclosed that he has accepted a three
month deal to be musical director of a
Paris recording company.
—ralph j. gleason
Down Beat
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money-saving gift rates!
A few days more . . . then Christmas will have
come and gone! The stores are jam-packed! Shop
ping is crowded and uncomfortable! Yet, by act
ing at once, you can still give DOWN BEAT for
Chistmas.
It’s so pleasant, so easy, so economical to wish
your friends a musical Merry Christmas with
DOWN BEAT. After the first one-year subscrip
tion at $7 (which can be your own, new or re
newal), additional Gift Subscriptions are only
$5 each!

And . . . DOWN BEAT is a truly appreciated gift.
Everyone interested in the exciting world of to
day’s music welcomes DOWN BEAT’S unique
and always interesting coverage of personalities
and achievements in the music field.

Y ou Give Three Big Gifts In One!
Today’s new expanded DOWN BEAT is really
three magazines in one ...
JAZZ . . . Including regular visits with leading
jazz writers and musicians plus authoritative col
umns on all aspects of today’s music industry!
UP BEAT . . . Presenting fully-scored arrange
ments of important new works by leading com
posers in every monthly section.

RECORD WHIRL ... A complete monthly sup
plement covering the field of popular music with
exclusive reviews of every popular record re
leased or re-issued anywhere.
Act Now ... Before It’s Too Late!
Remember all the friends who share your musical
interests. Give them DOWN BEAT for Christmas
simply by filling out and mailing the handy Gift
Order Envelope bound in this issue. Do it today
and we’ll announce each of your DOWN BEAT
Christmas Gifts with a handsome card—specially
designed—and signed in your name.
December 26,
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band routes*
EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS b—bedroom; h—hotel; nc—night club; cl—cocktail lounge; r—.estaurant
t—theater; cc—country club
h—roadhouse; pc—private club; NYC—New York City; ABC—Associated
Booking Corp. (Joe Glaser), 745 Fifth Ave NYC AP—Alisbrook-Pumphrey Richmond Va.; AT—Abe Tur
ne> 309 W. 57th St N*C GAC—Ge eral Artists Corp RKO Bldg., NYC JKA—Jack Ku tze Agency 214
N Caron Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif, MuC—McConkey Artists I78l B oadwa, NYC; MCA—Music Corp of
America 59B Madison Av.
NYC GG —Gale-Gale agency, IF W 4qH* St
NYC; *01—Orchestras, Inc
c/o Bill B .ck 332 S Michigan Ave., Chicago 4 III UMA—Reg. Mai shall Agency 6671 Sunset Blvd
Hol'ywood, Caiif.; SAC—Shaw Artists Corp., ‘<65 Fifth Ave NYC; UA—Universal Attractions, 2 Park Ave
NYC WA—Willard Alexander, 30 Rocke’ellc Plaza. NYC WMA—Wilti 'n Morris Agency, 1740 Broadway
NYC; NOS—National Orchestra Service, 1611 City National Bank Building, Omaha Neb.
Albert, \bl>e> (Statler) Washington, D.C., h
Burnt, Charlie (On Tour—West Coast) MCA
Barron, Blue (On Tour—Chicago Territory)
MCA
Bartley. Ronnie (On Tour South) NOS
Beecher, Little John (On Tour—South * NOS
Beneke, Tee (On Tour—East) MCA
Blade. Jimmy (Drake) Chicago, h
Brandwynne. Nat (Waldorf-Astoria) NYC, 1.
(Palladium) Hollywood, Calif..
Brown,

Butterfield.

Tour—New

Billy

Cardona, Sammy (on Tour -Louisiana) Asso
ciated Talent Agency
Clayton, Del (On Tour—South) NOS
Cross, Bob (Statler Hilton) Dallas. Texas, h
Cugat, Xavier (Americana) Miami Beach,
Fla., out 1/8, h
Donahue, Al (Persian Terrace) Syracuse
Elgart, Les (On Tour—East Coast) MCA
Ennis. Skinnay (On Tour—West Coast) MCA
Ellington. Duke (Blue Note) Chicago, 1/1-6,

Supper

( Iroquois

Laine. Buddy (Chevy
Love, Preston (On Tour—Midwest) NOS
Mango. Dick (On Tour—Texas Territory) As-

Club)

Angele:

h
(Statler) >

McKinley.

Texas, h

Prado, Perez ( < >n Tour
Ranch, Harr> (Golden

Nugget) Las Ve
nc
Billy (On Tour West Coast) MCA
sand*. Carl (On Tour -Chicago Territory) .’
sociated Talent Agency
Sauter-Cinegan (On Tour East) WA
Sedlar. Jimmy (On Tout
East Coast) M< A
Spivak. Charlie (On Tour—South) MCA
straetpi. Ted (Plaza) NYC, h
h
:u<l:
Thornhill. Claude (On Tour West) WA
Maple«. Buddi (Van Cleve) Da y ton. Ohio, out

Regi:

Eberle, Bay (On Tour- East Coast) M> A

(67

Build.)

England)

Calame, Bob (On Tour—Midwest) NOS

Ferguson, Danny

Sammy

Mumie.

Ind., r

Fink. < Imries (Palmer House) Chicago. M''a,
Fitzpatrick, Eddie iMapes) Reno. Nev. h
Foster Chuck (Peabody) Memphis. Tenn , out

out 12/20, h

Ginger*. Wally

(Melody Mill) North River
side. Ill, out 12/16, b
Gordon. Claude (On Tour- West Coast) GA'
Howard Eddie (Aragon) Chicago, out 1/27
-lames, Harry (Beverly Hills* Beverly Hills.
Calif, h
Jolies. spike (Civic Auditorium) San Francis
co. Calif. 1/5-13, t

Combos
Mintln, Sil

(Rock ’n'

Roll)

Pittsburgh,

Pa..

Baker, ( het (Ball & Chain) Miami. Fla., out

TV
and

RADIO
STUDY

HARMONY
Train for big opportunities in Radic and
TV with a great Homa-Study organization
Recognized for over 5C year*. No inter
ference with regular work
.
study la
your spare time. Check courses that in
terest you and send today for FREE
Sample lessons. No obligations.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
CONSERVATORY
Dept. E-6T3 e 2000 S. Michigan • Chicago 16
□ C ANCE band arranging □ HARMON*
History and Analysis of Music ~l Guitar
□ Corno* - Trumpet □ Voice
□ Mendolle
□ Professional Trumpet
J3 Violin
□ Piano Beginner's O Teacher's
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
□ Saxophone
□ Beginner □ Supervisor □ Cho re I Conducting
□ Double Counterpoint
Q Adv. Composition
□ Eer Training It Sight Singing

Rushing On Columbia

( ande|In. Lee (On Tour-—Northwest) Errore
Attractions
Carroll. Barbara

(London

Chicago.

rmen (Casino Royal) Washing
ton. D. C., out 1/6. nc
Charles. Ray ((in Tour Midwest) SAC

Davis, Bill (Small's
nc

1/8-20.

(’ali fornia)

Dee. Johnny

Lange, Wild Bill (Otto’s) Lat ha in, N. Y., out

DeFranco, Buddy (Stc
Boston.
out 1/7, nc
Doggett, Bill (Apollo)
eu Orleans
Domino, Fats (On Toi
tory) SAC
Dominops (Hacienda)
31, h
Donnegan. Dorothy (Embers) NYC in 1Dukes of Dixieland (Thunderbird) Las

Engler, Art (Palladium) East St

Louis. Ill..

1 erguson.

Holh
Mui nerd (Peace k
wood. Calif., out 1/6. nc
Four Sounds (Tia Juana) Harrisburg, Pa., nc
Boy (On Tour— Chicago Territory)

Gaines,

Gill. Elmer (New Washington) Seattle. Wash,
out 1/5, h
Gillespie. John (Dizzy) (Cotton Club) Cleve
land Ohio, 1/1-6, nc
Greco. Buddv (Edon Roc) Miami Beach Fla
1/1-30, h
Haddock, Russ ■Ember-') NYC. 1/7-20. nc
Hawkins. Erskine (Loop) Cleveland
Ohio.
Herman

New York—Th«- personnel for Jimmy
Rushing’s new Columbia LP includes
Walter Page, Zutty Singleton, Tony
Parenti, Buck Clayton, Vic Dickenson,
Cliff Jackson. Jo Jones, and Buddy
Tate. Rushing will play some piano,
too.

(Holid:

Lennj- (Warwl k) Philadelphia

I

Heywood, Eddie (Composer) NYC. 1/19. iv
Kalian Alex (Embers) NYd, 1/1-6. mKaye, Mary (Sahara) Las Vegas. Nev.. I»

Address.

Musk faperlaaee

have elected a set of choices for the
“greatest ever” and “new stars” among
their peers. The majority of those
voting were modernists, but there were
some swing era musicians and a few
traditionalists.
Voted leaders for greatest ever air
-lohn (Dizzy) Gillespie, J. J. Johnsoi .
Charlie Parker, Lester Young, Harry
Carney, Benny Goodman, Frank Wess
(flute), Milt Jackson, Art Tatum,
Charlie Christian, Jimmy Blanton, Max
Roach, Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald,
Duke Ellington (arranger), Count Ba
sie (big band), Benny Goodman (com
bo).
The new stai leaders are Clifford
Brown, Jimmy Cleveland, Julian (Can
nonhall) Adderley, Stan Getz, Gerry
Mulligan, Tony Scott, Wess (flute).
Milt Jackson, Horace Silver, Tai Fai
low, Paul Chambers, no contest in thi
drums, Joe Williams, Carmen McRae
Quincy Jones (arranger), Basie (big
band), Jazz Messengers (combo).
The complete ballots of all but the
15 musicians who didn’t want their
choices known are printed in the book.
Louis Armstrong’s choice for new star
female singer is Joni James, while Er
rol] Garner’s piano
‘
choices aie Bud
Powell, Earl Hines, Art Tatum, Fats
Waller, Mary Lou Williams, and Teddy Wilson.

Les Jazz Mode < (Birdland» NYC. 1/3-10 nc
Los (’havalles (Caribbean Hilton* San Jua
Puerto Rico, out 1/10, ii
Manne, Shelly (Secret Harbor) Santa Monica.
Calif., nc
Mason, Hob (Milla Villa) Sioux Falls, S. D.
nc
McGill. Rollie (Cotton Club) Rochester, N. Y.,
out 1/6, nc
McNeely. Big Jay (On Tour—East) SAC
McPartland. Marian (Composer) NYC. out
1/9. nc
Mingus, Charlie (Birdland) NYC, 1/10-24, nr
Modern Jazz Quartet (Birdland)
nc
Mosier.
(Dunes) Las Vegas,
1/9, h
Newborn, Phlnea* (Peacock Lane) Hollywood,
oalff., 1/11-25, nc
Pavone Tommy (Rock Garden) Willimantic
Conn., r
Salt City Five (Theatrical Grill) Cleveland
Ohio 1/7-20, nc
Slim. Guitar (Palms* Hallandale Fla., 1/3
13. nc
smith. Jimmy (On Tour—East) SAC
Swinging Gentlemen (Flame) Detroit, Mich .
out 12/22.
(Small's Paradise) NYC,

h

Name.

at».

The Encyclopedia Yearbook of Jo .

Hollywood.

(Gleason's) Cleveland Ohio,

in

New York—One hundred one prom
inent jazzmen, voting in a poll pub
lished as part of Leonard Feather's

1/6, nc

(Zardi’s)

GET

101 Jazzmen
Pick Greatest

Stele

Krupa. Gene (Colonial Tavern) Toronto
ada, 1/1-6, r
Isambert, Llo>d
Hallandale.

Can

Fla.,

Three Jack« (Wheel) Colmar Manor, Md., n<
Three Sparks (El Cortez) Las Vegas. Nev., h
Towles. Nat (Elmo) Billings, Mont., nc
Troupe, Bobby (Keynoter) Los Angeles, nr
William*, Billy (New Frontier) Las Vegas
Nev., 1
(Continental)
Norfolk,
Winding.
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CLASSIFIED ADS
»

PER WORD — MINIMUM 10 WORDS
DEADLINE: 26 days prior io
’'on site" date of tswe.
Rtminiiwe must actomptey copy
CMRt H»me. Mdrew, City and State
to« Hueber Strtict. 50c Extra

FOR PIANO

LOS ANGELES AREA
Now Orleans Jazz Hiteiy By The
W.-ld's Greatest Dixieland Musicians
Featuring Sensational Trumpet Ot

TEDDY BUCKNER

ARRANGEMENTS

• Harvey Brooks, Piano

FUTURISTS OF MUSICII Futurism is "12-TONE.

Get NEW musically correct 12-TONE Special
Combo Arrangements of Background Also ar
ranging instruction. Make 1957 your year to
"■SOUND!” .Mary Dugan — 9223 Rosehedge
Drive. Rivers. California.

AVE PELL STYLED arrangement« for trumpet,
trombone, alto-baritone, tenor, rhythm.
8
Eberhart, BOX 323, East Lansing, Michigan.

ORIGINALS-Scored for the Large und Small
Orchestra — Rhythm, Ballads, Latin — Large
Selection — Catalogue upon request Johnny
Mica! Orchestrations, 1650 Broadway. New
York 19, N, Y,

SPEC IALSU trumpet Tenor Trombone, Trumpet
Alto Tenor and Trumpet. Alto Tenor Trom
bone arrangements Music Arranging Service,
24 Lincoln Ave., Pittsford. N Y.

TENOR

BAND

ARRANGEMENTS.

For details
write: Bob Bullard. 1118 North Sixth. May
wood, Illinois.______________

• John "Streamline” Ewing, Trombone
dr Joe Cerensbourg, Clarinet
4 Art Edwards, Bass

400 CLUB
1330 W 8th St.

Closed Mondays DU 2 0130

JULIAN "CANNONBALL"
ADDERLEY
und

Pete Jolly Trio
Seven Nights a Week

JAZZ CITY
Jan International Every Thursday Night
HO 4-844*
Hollywood Blvd, at Wettern

No Admission

THE HAIG presents
Bud Shank Quartet
* Nights

FOR SALE

Art Pepper Quartet

ORCHESTRA COATS — Single - breasted whites
$5.00. Double-breasted Blues, Grays, Whites,
$4.00. Tuxedo Trousers $3.00 FREE LISTS.
Wallace, 2453 N. Hal-ted, Chicago.
CROMWELL CELESTE- -Good condition recently
refinished white Naugahyde. $250, Write Box
674, Station A, Champaign. Illinois._______

BUSSES!

12 pass. Limo's, 21-87 Pass Flexibles,
etc Busse» wanted. Box 738. Down Beat. 2001
Calumet, Chgo.

USED WHITE ORCHESTRA COATS SINGLE
BREASTED $5. TUXEDO TROUSERS $4. KALE
UNIFORMS. 1210 JEFFERSON, CHICAGO, ILL
MUSSER VIBRA-HARP, 8(4 octave, intonmatic. K.
I-orenz. 6101 Giddings, Chgo. Phone SPring
7-8292.__________________________________ _______

MISCELLANEOUS

No Cover

No Admission

538 S. Kenmore at Wilshire
(Opp Ambassador Hotel—DU 7-9356)

JAZZ at The Topper
Special Concert Program Monday Nights
Jam Session Sundays 4 to 8 p.m.

No Cover — No Admission — No Minimum

• JACK MILLMAN QUINTET •
Two LP Albums Given Free

THE TOPPER CLUB
3842 E

Whittier (at Rosemead) OX 9-4233

Tim Mussleman'i

ATTENTION MUSICIANS, VOCALISTS

Are you
on our mailing list to receive professional
copies? Maytone .Music, 631 Knowles, Koyai
Oak, Michigan.
SONGWRITERS, protect your ideas! Hold all
songs, poems! Write for safe, correct pro
cedure. SONG SERVICE, Dept. DB. 333 West
56th St., New York 19. N. Y.
SWING PIANO—RY MAIL. 30 self-teaching les
sons $3.00: (samples) over fifty publications.
Phil Breton Publications, P. O. Box 1102.
Omaha H. Neb.
ACCEPTED SONGS for our members promoted
free to publishers and record companies.
Write for details. M-O-S-S, Inc.. One East
12nd St.. New York 17. N. Y.

MUSIC COMPOSED for songs. Records made.
Send lyrics. Free examination. Crown Music

Co., 49-DB West 32 St.. New York City 1.

23,000 COMEDY LINES, hits, parodies, routines!
Free Catalog Write: ROBERT ORBEN. 73-11
BELL BOULEVARD
BAYSIDE (4 NEW
YORK.

MUSIC COMPOSED for sones. Send words for

RENDEZVOUS
Ev^ry Weekend

THE BEST IN MODERN JAZZ
ALL-STARS IN SESSION
7012 Pacific Blvd
Huntington Park — LU 7 -9596
No Cover — No Admission — No Minimum

A Fresh Sound In Dixieland

T. Riley
and

THE SAINTS
Hermosa Inn

HOWARD RUMSEY'S
Lighthouse All Stars

THE LIGHTHOUSE

free examination Records mad< Five Star
Music Master» Sb’ Her-on Building Boston

ORCHESTRA STATIONERY
Business
cards, adearda. Samples. Jerry’s, P. O. Box
664. Pottstown. Pa._____________________
WRITE SONGS??? Read "Songwriter’s Review”
magasine. 1850-DB Broadway, New York 1*.
25c copy: 12 year

Hermosa Beach

Hermoso Beech
la Coacarf

SAH FRANCISCO AREA

Box

341—Cooper Station—NYC.

CATALOG
211

Hard-to-Get
East 15—NYC. 3.

.50

FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS
506—5TUART MUSICAL SUDERULF. Four
separate slide rules give all chords,
transposition and scales at a glance
Also 14 choices of harmonizing any
melody note. Complete .
.
.75

01—CHORD CHART, 132 popular sheet music
50
chords
.............................................................
43—CHORD CONSTRUCT! 'N AN' ANALYSIS.
How to use chords as fill-Ins background
$150
for correct improvising, etc
.
J
57—HOW TO MEMORIZE MUSIC, a scientific
method with exercises that develop and
Improve the capacity for memorizing mu50
959—SIGHT READING TECHNIQUE. A tested
practical method that will Improve your
50
sight reading ............................................
52—HOW T( HARMONIZE MELODIES
1>princlples of Improvising correct harmonie
$1 00
progressions for any melody
47—IMPROVISING
and
HIT
PLAYING
Hundreds
of
Improvisation
patterns
shown on all chords. A chord Index lo
cates many jazz phrases for any chord
combinations ....................
$100
365—AD-LIB JAZZ PHRASES
1728 mod
em two measure jazz phrases to fit all
chords
........................................................... J
$100
04—MODERN CHORD SUBSTITUTIONS, chart
of chords that may be used In place of
any regular major, minor, and 7th chords
50
902—PROGRESSIVE JAZZ PASSAGES. Typical
Be-bop examples In all popular keys
.50
371-MODERN BLUES STYLES.
New style
blues examples for all treble clef In

1

FREE CATALOG OF 500 PUBLICATIONS

WELL KNOWN
Jazz

Ra corda

FREE BERIGAN-BEIDERBECKE Catalog. A.R G
Box 341 -Cooper Station—NYC. 3.

December 26, 1956

50

Maney Boek Guarantee on Everything

FREE CHARLIE PARKER Catalog A R.G.

Rose

50

HELP WANTED

appearing at the

BLACKHAWK

RECORDS

FREE

right hand. Modem runs to fit the most
used chord combinations ......................
904—ASCENDING PIANO RUNS For the right
hand In all popular keys...................
PROGRESSIVE
"IAN)
HARMONIZA
TIONS. The modem way of harmonizing
any melody note using unconventional
chord formation ....................................

200 Hyde St. San Prancisea. Calif.

November 30

Stan Getz

custom made at low cost. Sterling Records, 25
Beacon Bldg., Boston. Mass

STANDARD HITS Typical modem piano
75
ad-lib variations «applied to songs.
88—MCI ERN
BLOCK
CHOP
HROGRES
SIONS. Examples and exercises for the
50
progressive pianist .................................
80—THE BlOCK CHOKD STYLE
Full ex
planation and examples of this modern
piano style. Including a blockchord har
mony chart .................................................. J
$100
49—DESCENDING PIANO RUNG
For the

75
struments .....................................................
372—NEW STYLE AD LIB SOL**..
Modem
themes with ad-lib take-offs
For all
treble clef Instruments (chord symbols
Included)
...............................
!
$1 25
16—HOW TO PLAY BE-BOP. Full analysis,
$150
theory and many examples................. 1
907—HOW TO REHARMONIZE SONGS
In
structions In finding more modem sub
stitute chords for conventional sheet mu
75
sic harmony ...................... ........................

RECORDINGS
SC COMMERCIAL RECORDS of your own song

354—MODERN CHORD APPLICATION How to
use fourth chords, 9th, 11th and 13th
75
chords in modem jazz piano styling....
364—L FT
HAND
IDEAS
f>R
M'DERN
PIANIST and how to apply them...........
75
366—H(W TO ACCOMPANY VOCALISTS on
the piano. Six effective styles of piano
50
accompaniments clearly Illustrated.
353—SINGLE ',JTF IMPROVISATIONS. Adllb jazz phrases to fit the most used
50
chord progressions .................................
980—MODERN
JAZZ
ACCOMPANIMENTS
How to play off-beat bop piano back
.50
grounds
.......................................................
912—CHORDS BUILT BY FOURTH
INTER
VALS A chart of ultramodern 3, 4, 5
and 6 note chords and how to substitute
them for conventional chords ..
.
J
$100
940—NEW CHORIS FOR STANDARD mTS
Exciting, different harmonizations of all
$1 00
the best known all-time hits...... !
376—MODERN CHORD PROGRESS! NS F R
PIANO. How to transform sheet music
chords into modem extended chord posi
$100
tions
.............................................................. !
345—MAMBO
RHYTHM
PATTERNS
FOR
P1AN.
50
370—SINGLE
NOTE
FIGURATIONS
FOR

CHICAGO Agency branching
out to Cocktail Club dept. Prefer experienced
Chgo man established in business with full
knowledge of field. Who could capitalize on
full exclusive territory. Offer better % deal
Box 751 Down Beat, 2001 Calumet, Chgo.

PLEASE ORDER BY NUMBER

WALTER STUART musio studio Inc.
421-0 Chastnel St, Union, N. J
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MAN ON DRUMS

LOUIE
BELLSON

(Jumped from Page 4)
from a qualified source: you criticize
In your fury you’re derogatory, mailcious, dogmatic, and altogether destruc
tive in a personal way, to someone who
never to my memory—including the
view in question—has done his job
anything but an impersonal way. Sub~
jective? Maybe; but personal and
vicious, never.
It s disappointing kai, to know
a musician of such renown will
time out to publicly vilify a critic
any critic—who gave him a “bad” ri
view; when the same musician has
never to my knowledge taken time out
to publicly thank a critic—any criticwho gave him a “good” review. An i
there have been some.
R. H. Davidsoi

Plays with Dorseys . -. seen
on TV “Stage Show” every week .
among top ten drummers in both
Down Beat Popularity Polls . . .
drums are Gretsch Broadkasters.
good,
Clean and straight, swinging style
strong big band drummer ... is flashy and one of ■■
the greatest technicians ... began use of two bass
drums, giving scope to sound added drive.
Says his Gretsch Broadkaster drums sound really great
. . . likes looks too . . . calls them “finest I ever owned”
Try out Gretsch Broadkaster Drums at your dealer’s
FREE Gretsch Drum catalog . . . illustrated in color
write for copy.

Cédai Falls, low
To the Editor
this terrible
ay, on which 1
awoke to the new of the Mastel’.death,
say.
One is that from the time I first
heard Decca album #126 when I was
in grade school, I lived for the day 1
would heai him in person for the first
time. I finally made that, in a Wash
ington, D. C., club in 1951. I sat an
inch away from his left hand for four
hours which so exalted and upset me
that I wrote him later my plans to cut
off my own frustrated fingers and send
them to him in u box. He had a friend
thank
for the gesture. He must
surely have had a thousand similai
ones tendered him in his lifetime. Pi
anists will know how I feel over his
death.
The other thing I want to say is
something we will all be saying th*
rest of our lives . . . thank you, beyond

GRETSCH
SPREADS FARTHER
LASTS LONGER

HOLTON
OIL

can what he was doing in Tatum’s last
years even begin to be understood as
priceless. Al) jazz is forever indebted
to Granz Probably nobody will ever
give him a plaque for it . . but that’s
the way it goes . . . and I wanted at
least this one public expression known
to him.

Superior ipraadloq
power. Blower ovopo
ratiou, uniform ccntiaf
ency—Holton OU toits
best for easier speed
1er Instrument action

Patricia A. Samson
West Newton, Mas

BUY IT AT
MUSIC DEALERS EVERYWHERE

No finer Band Instruments are

made. For design, attractive ap
pearance, perfection of tone, tune,
and intonation, YORK has no peer.
Demand the finest. Get it with
YORK. Ask for YORK at your mus

ic dealer today, or write to:

Eiclaslve Photos

BANDS IN ACTION
Action pictural ot *11 n*m* l**d*ri mucic am
* oca lilt»
Exclut!** candid»! Guarantaad *o
plaata or money rafundad. 25c each; 5 tor Si

ARSENE STUDIOS
756 — 7th Avenue, N Y., N. Y.
Go«»y

Unobtainable ehewAere

Ixlfl

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL ON ARRANGEMENTS
Original

CARL FISCHER
MUSICAI INSTRUMENT CO.,
105 East 16th Street, New York 3, N. Y.

tbns

16

4 rhy

pc

Orchestrations 5 saxes,

4

tpts,

playable 5 saxes, 3 tpts, 1 tbn

3

3 rhy

IT'S AUTUMN (BALLAD)
A SORCERER'S LAMENT (LINDY)
Sb 00 ea or the 'wo for $10.00 (USUALLY $6 50
ea 1 Mail check or money order to:

Johnny Mical OrchestrationAdded carrying charges on C C ?

orders

To the Editor:
I find myself in a bit of a quandary,
and would ask for your assistance
Among all the records you review, you
must have one on the Pacific label.
Johnny Holiday Sings. It is, to me, one
of the great recorded achievements in
all the annals of vocalizing. I dig Holi

Could you please tell me of any other
recordings by him recorded and re
leased before, or since, this one? Could
you also inform me as to what he is
doing at present’
Robert N. Parkei
LP by Johnny Hollda
the Kapp label (12" Ll
and wm reviewed in the Sept. 1M
flown Beat. The laf<9«t report we received H tha»
Holiday still is on the weat eoart where he
works «»ccawional club date«.)
KL-1029)

Down Beat

